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Raman Kaur :

Raman Kaur :

Raman Kaur :

IBPS PO Topper Interview, Strategy to prepare for IBPS Probationary 
Officer exam by Raman Kaur 

Tell us something about yourself?

Interviewer:

Interviewer:

I have done B.com, MBA (Marketing/Finance).  After MBA, I started the preparation for Banking 
exams. 

Exams cleared:-
   IBPS Specialist officer (Union Bank of India)
   IBPS PO in ( Bank of India )
   IBPS Clerk in (Oriental Bank of India)

Why did you choose the banking sector and not any other government sector?

Interviewer:

What was your strategy for the Prelims  exam?

Interviewer:

What was your strategy for the Mains exam?

Celebrity interviewer is a fancy field , but that does not provide fixed and stable income.
Government sector provides us a good salary package and job security. Government sector job 
was my dream, that’s why I decided to prepare for it.

   In prelims math , english and reasoning are asked.
   Clear all the basic and then give mock tests every day. With good speed and accuracy, you can 
   clear Prelims.
   Try to improve your  speed in calculations.
   Give mocks. Always see the percentile in mocks.
   Aim beyond 95 percentile
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Raman Kaur :

Raman Kaur :

Raman Kaur :

Interviewer:

What was your strategy for the Interview  exam?

For mains, I would say that don’t wait for prelims to get over and then study for mains.
   Study only for mains from the starting.
   Gk and banking awareness are included in the mains paper.
   Revise every topic 3-4  times from every subject.
   Give mock tests for this and the main focus on current affairs should be given. There is no need 
   to follow two sources for GK, follow one source but do it properly. 
   For mains  I want to thank Gaurav Garg sir for the series of daily current affairs on Studyiq You-
   tube channel.

Interviewer:

What message would you like to give to fellow aspirants?

aug 2020bankiq.in
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Confidence and knowledge is required.Work on your communication.
   Personality is judged
   Psychology is judged
   Recent Current affairs topics are asked.
   Don’t lie.

3-4 banking questions were asked and the rest were related to my background and graduati-
   on subjects.

   Leave negativity
   The constituency is the key to success
   Give mock daily
   Believe in yourself
   Attempt questions in which you have full confidence.
Remain focused towards your goal and do not get distracted with other exams. 
Lastly, I want to thank the Study IQ team for giving me a platform to express my views and tho-
ughts.
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Topic In
News

Why in News? 

Electricity consumption 

E-way bill generation

MGNREGA work creation

Impact of reverse migration on states

-
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Indian economy showing V-shaped recovery says  
CII, Shapes of economic recovery explained

A HEAT MAP based on state-wise Covid-19 data developed by the Department of Economic Af- 
fairs in the Union
Finance Ministry reveals that Economic indicators including electricity consumption, e-way bill 
generation, and MNREGA work creation, are looking better in states with higher control over 
cases and recoveries.

Electricity consumption for the whole country recovered to 106 billion units in June, a sequen-
tial improvement from 103 billion units in May.
Compared with the previous year, the strongest recoveries were seen in Karnataka, Andhra P- 
radesh, Punjab, and Chhattisgarh, according to the data. 

The value of e-way bills, suggesting an improvement in intra and inter-state movements of go- 
ods, also picked up strongly in June over May across states.
But the rate of year-on-year growth was weaker in states such as Maharashtra, Tamil Nadu, D- 
elhi, and Haryana, which recorded a higher number of Covid-19 cases.

With reverse migration from urban to rural areas, work created under MGNREGA almost dou- 
bled on a year-on-year basis in June to reach 6,403 lakh person-days.
Maharashtra, the biggest Covid-19 hotspot and destination migration state, however, recorded 
a fall in MGNREGA employment in June both on a YoY and sequential basis, partly due to intra- 
state migrant workers returning to their jobs in cities. 
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Solution

But where is demand going to come from now?

Urban vs rural
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The top five migrants receiving states are Maharashtra, Delhi, Haryana, West Bengal, and Guj- 
arat.
The manufacturing firms in Delhi and Haryana are more susceptible to the reverse labour mig- 
ration than the firms based out of Maharashtra and Gujarat. 
Two other economic indicators-GST collections and vehicle registrations were more of outliers, 
showing no direct correlation with states' performance on Covid-19 case recoveries.
Delhi, Tamil Nadu, and Karnataka were exceptions though with a strong pickup in vehicle re- 
gistration in June on a sequential basis, the data showed. 

India is facing a structural demand problem, one that predates the COVID-19shock.
This challenge has been exacerbated over the past few months as jobs have been lost and inc- 
omes have collapsed. 

One option is to turn to those at the bottom of the pyramid who have a high marginal propen-
sity to consume,
By devising strategies that enhance productivity growth in the informal economy that allows 
for productivity increase in the informal sector increases the incomes of low-wage workers. 
Salaried jobs have taken the biggest sustained hit in the current Covid-19 induced lockdown.
Salaried jobs were estimated at 86.1 million in 2019-20.
This fell to 68.4 million in April 2020.
By July 2020, their count had fallen further to 67.2 million.17.7 million salaried jobs were lost in 
April 2020. An additional 0.1 million jobs were lost in May. Then, 3.9 million jobs were gained in 
June.
But, 5 million jobs were lost in July So, total job losses between April & July were 18.9 million.

Urban India has more salaried jobs than rural India.
Of the 86 million salaried jobs in India in 2019-20, 58% were in urban India and 42% in rural Ind- 
ia.
As a result, the impact of the fall in salaried jobs is far greater in urban India than in rural India. 
24-08-2020
In terms of percent change between 2019-20 and July 2020, the fall in salaried jobs is almost u- 
niform across rural and urban regions.
The fall was 21.8% in rural India and 22.2% in urban India.
Salaried jobs in urban India are likely to be the better-paying jobs, they offer better terms of en- 
gagement and also, are jobs that yield higher productivity compared to salaried jobs in rural In- 
dia.
Loss of these urban salaried jobs is therefore likely to have a particularly debilitating impact on
the economy.
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About salaried jobs

Status of salaried jobs in recent times

What about non-salaried jobs?

Total job losses

Most affected?
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Salaried jobs are preferred forms of employment for most people.
These jobs offer better terms of employment and also better wages.
Households with salaried jobs are better placed to build savings and plan a sustained improve-
ment in their standard of living.
Such households are also better placed to borrow and service their borrowing because of the 
steady nature of their earnings. 

In India, salaried jobs have stagnated in recent times.
In 2017-18 they grew by 1.6%then in 2018-19they grew by a meagre 0.1%before contracting by 
1.8% in 2019-20.
As a result, salaried jobs in 2019-20, at 86.1 million were lower than their level of 86.3 million in 
2016-17. 

Non-salaried forms of employment have increased from 317.6 million in 2019-20 to 325.6 million 
in July 2020.
This implies a growth of nearly 8 million jobs or an increase of 2.5% in informal employment.
While informal jobs have returned and even increased after being hit by the lockdown, formal 
jobs have not. 

The CMIE estimated 121.5 million jobs were lost due to the COVID-19 lockdown in April.
This loss narrowed down to 100.3 million in May and then 29.9 million in June.
In July, 11 million people lost their jobs. 

Small traders, hawkers, and daily wage labourers were the worst hit by the lockdown in April.
Of the 121.5 million jobs lost in that month, 91.2 million were among these.
This category of employment accounted for about 32% of the total employment but, it suffered 
75% of the hit in April. 
The balance sheet grew about 30% to Rs 53.3 lakh crore in the fiscal year 2020, from Rs 41 lakh 
crore the year before.
Assets = Liabilities + Owners Equity
The increase on the asset side was due to an increase in domestic and foreign investments by 
18.4%and 27.3%, respectively.
Increase in loans and advances by 245.8% and an increase in gold by 52.9%.
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Asset side

Liability side

RBI’S Income

What caused GDP contraction?

Its implication
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Foreign currency assets and gold constituted 71.25% of the RBI’s total assets while domestic as- 
sets constituted the rest.

On the liability side, the increase was due to an increase in notes issued, other liabilities and 
provisions, and deposits by 21.5 percent, 30.5 percent, and 53.7percent, respectively. 

The RBI’s income for the year stood at Rs 1.5 lakh crore while expenditure stood at Rs 92,540 
crore (inclusive of Rs 73,615 crore towards transfer to a contingency fund).
The surplus of Rs 57,128 crore was transferred to the central government

In any economy, the total demand for goods and services —that is the GDP —is generated fro- 
m the four engines of growth.
The biggest engine is consumption demand from private individuals like you.
GDP = C + I + G + NX01-09-2020 
Private Consumption accounted for 56.4% of all GDP.
2nd biggest engine is the demand generated by private sector businesses. It accounts for 32%.
3rdengine is the demand for goods and services generated by the government. It accounts for 
11%.
The last engine is the net demand for GDP after we subtract imports from India’s exports. It is 
the smallest engine.
The two biggest engines, which accounted for over 88% of Indian total GDP, Q1 saw a massive 
contraction.
Net export while on paper provides a boost to overall GDP, it also points to an economy where 
economic activity has plummeted.

With GDP contracting by more than what most observers expected, it is now believed that the 
full-year GDP could also worsen.
A fairly conservative estimate would be a contraction of 7% for the full financial year. 
The U.S. economy saw the biggest quarterly plunge in activity ever, though the plummet in the 
second quarter wasn’t as bad as feared.
Gross domestic product from April to June plunged 32.9%on an annualized basis.
Economists surveyed by Dow Jones had been looking for a drop of 34.7%.
Still, it was the worst drop ever, with the closest previously coming in mid-1921.
The report comes amid a recession that began in February and pulled first-quarter growth do- 
wn 5%.
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What is the reason?

Measures taken

Why still worry for us?

Contrasting trends world’s top two economies?
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It is a near 10% quarter-over-quarter decline
Neither the Great Depression nor the Great Recession nor any of the more than three dozen 
economic slumps over the past two centuries has ever caused such a sharp drain over so short 
a period of time.
By comparison, the worst quarter during the financial crisis of 2008was the 8.4% GDP drop in 
the fourth quarter of that year.

About half the quarter reflecting almost full shutdown and the other half the slow reopening.
This has led to a precipitous fall in consumption —the biggest component of American GDP 
that accounts
for almost 70% of the economy. 
Spending on goods and services is estimated to have fallen at a seasonally adjusted annualized 
rate of 35% in the second quarter.
This alone lops off 25 percentage points from headline growth
Investments in buildings, equipment, and intellectual property — big manufacturing sector dr- 
ivers — Also fell at an annual rate of 49%.

This pandemic caused a sharp drop in real personal income as many workers faced lower wag- 
es, fewer hours, or job severance.
Expanding unemployment insurance, economic recovery rebates, and emergency loans enact-
ed as a part of the CARES Act, caused post-transfer real disposable personal income to increase
In early estimates from the University of Pennsylvania, the CARES Act reduced the GDP contra- 
ction in the second quarter by 7 percentage points. 

Pessimism can be attributed to the sharp surge in COVID-19 cases, particularly in the southern 
and southwestern US states, that has pushed the death tally above 150,000 and the growth in 
daily cases above 60,000 –triple what it was in early June.
After many states lifted their lockdown orders in April and May, COVID-19 cases began a sharp 
climb in June, with the result that rebounding economic activity sputtered. 

There are inherent similarities between the two countries.
Both the US and China are driven by consumption—over two-thirds of US GDP and more than 
one-half that of China. 
In their relief packages too, both countries focused on boosting consumption by attempting to 
put money in the hands of consumers.
The US managing that directly through the ‘cheque in the mail’ and the Payroll Protection pro- 
grammes.
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Comparison with India

India boosting employment

Labour regulation
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China, through a pre-paid voucher scheme for specific products and a few other policies.
But China’s GDP growth showed a sharply divergent trend, swinging back sharply into the bl- 
ack in the April-June quarter,
Driven by a bounce-back in manufacturing output and a public spending boost.

In India, like in the US, the case count is surging, even as the government is progressively easi- 
ng up restrictions.
Two days after the Union Home Ministry announced further relaxations in the lockdown guide-
lines, including opening up gyms, India recorded the biggest jump in the daily case count at 
over 55,000. 
While the share of consumption to GDP, at 57% in India, is closer to that of China,
But the trend of normalization of consumption is akin to what is being experienced in the US—
Uncertainties preventing people from upping their spending beyond essentials, the progres-
sive unlock-downs notwithstanding.
India’s recovery could have another problem.
Unlike in China and the US –where the efforts to put money directly into the hands of the peo- 
ple,
In India, much of the Rs 20 lakh croreCovid-19 economic package announced on May 12 has be- 
en liquidity driven, with little burden on the Central exchequer.

Labour regulation must start with a clear recognition of facts:-
We have stringent labour laws to protect workers, but this covers only the formal sector — un- 
der 15% of employment.
This “labour aristocracy” has almost complete protection, and employers have almost no flexibil-
ity.

Over 85% of employment in India is in the informal sector. An unplanned national lockdown h- 
alted economic activity and wiped out livelihoods, especially of informal workers.
Left with nothing, we saw reverse migration on an unprecedented scale —some 10 million peo- 
ple abandoned cities to return to their native villages. 
As things are returning to normal, the priority for addressing our most chronic social problems 
has been reduced.
We must not waste this crisis.
There are three problems we must address:
Labour regulation,
Living conditions for migrant labour in cities,
The strength of our rural economy.
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Living conditions in our cities

Strengthening the rural economy

Conclusion
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The 85 percent of our workforce who are informally employed, meanwhile, has almost no pro- 
tection, and employers have almost complete flexibility. 
We need to address both ends of the labour spectrum to get the balance right between flexibil-
ity and protection
for all labour.
Everyone must have a minimum level of protection, and every employer a minimum level of 
flexibility.
This calls for a new social contract to define a well-calibrated social security system.
This huge project demands good faith and strong leadership by industry, labour, and govern-
ment.
It will take years to get it right, but if we don’t fix our employment system now when this issue 
has achieved such prominence, we will always regret the missed opportunity.

For too long, we have been content to drive by slums where some of the people who clean our 
homes, deliver our goods and repair our equipment live in squalor.
It probably needs much more liberal land-use regulations—our cities have among the least ge- 
nerous floor-space indices (FSI) in the world.
New York, Hong Kong, and Tokyo have an FSI five times Mumbai’s.
If five times as many people can live in the same area, it would drastically reduce rents for qua- 
lity housing in our cities.
Again, this is a multi-year project, and it involves state and city governments partnering with 
private developers.

Reverse migration is also an opportunity to collaborate in spreading the geography of develop-
ment.
We need a three-pronged approach
First, the easiest way to grow farmer incomes is by having them grow more value-added crops.
Fruits and vegetables have great export potential, and exports must be consistently encour-
aged and not switched on and off as domestic prices change.
Also, the cultivation of palm plantations has the potential for huge import substitution.
Second, we need to encourage agro-processing near the source. Fostering entrepreneurship in 
rural and semi-urban areas would combine nicely with local processing. 
Third, we need to invest even more massively in rural connectivity.
Today along with road connectivity we need digital connectivity.

The task is huge, and only collaboration between all levels of government (Union, state, and ci- 
ty) and our dynamic private sector can hope to make substantial progress.
Let’s use our unprecedented health and economic crisis to truly build a new social contract as 
our commitment to India@75. 
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     SBI General Insurance, one of the leading general insurance companies in India, announced t-
he launch of its first-of-its-kind offering, ‘Shagun – Gift an Insurance”, a unique gift of Personal Ac-
cident policy. 
       This product was filed by SBI General under Insurance Regulatory and Development Authority
’s (IRDAI) Sandbox regulations. 
       The key differentiating feature of the policy is that it can be gifted to anyone you want, which 
means it is not necessary for the policy buyer to be related to the insured.

      Axis Bank has launched a new savings account called the Axis Liberty Savings Account, aimed 
at millennial customers. 
       It offers customers the option of maintaining a minimum balance of ₹25,000 per month or spe-
nding the same amount every month using the bank's debit card. 
       It also provides a complimentary insurance cover of ₹20,000, which includes expenses incurred 
for covid-19-related hospitalization.
       If you are a young professional who feels the need to have an insurance cover in place while al-
so having a bank account that provides incentives for lifestyle spending, then the Axis Liberty Sav-
ings Account might be right for you.

      

       

                

STUDY IQ
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Banking and
Financial
Awareness
SBI General Insurance Launches 
‘Shagun – Gift an insurance’ policy

Axis launches Liberty Savings Account aimed at millennials

ICICI Lombard, Bharti AXA to merge general insurance businesses

     SBI General Insurance, one of the leading general insurance companies in India, announced t-

      Axis Bank has launched a new savings account called the Axis Liberty Savings Account, aimed 

SBI General Insurance Headquarters: Mumbai, Maharashtra.
SBI General Insurance  MD and CEO: Prakash Chandra(P.C.) Kandpal.

A Initiative

Axis Bank Headquarters: Mumbai, Maharashtra
Axis Bank MD and CEO: Amitabh Chaudhry
Axis Bank Tagline: Badhti Ka naam Zindagi.

      ICICI Lombard General Insurance Co. Ltd. and Bharti AXA General Insurance Co. Ltd., on , ann- 
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ounced that they will combine their insurance businesses through a share swap deal, which once 
consummated will create the country's third largest general insurance entity.
      Based on the share exchange ratio recommended by independent valuers, shareholders of Bh-
arti AXA will receive two shares of ICICI Lombard for every 115 shares they hold.

      Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB) has signed a loan agreement (with Government of 
India, the Government of Maharashtra and Mumbai Railway Vikas Corporation) for a $500 million  
Mumbai Urban Transport Project-III.
      The aim is to improve the network capacity, service quality and safety of the suburban railway 
system in Mumbai.
      With a population of 22.8 million (2011), Mumbai Metropolitan Region (MMR) is the most populo-
us metropolitan region in India and is expected to reach 29.3 million by 2031 and 32.1 million by 20-
41.

      To encourage continuation of risk cover in this difficult period, LIC  said it will provide an oppor-
tunity for its policyholders to revive their lapsed policies. 
      It has decided to launch a special revival campaign from August 10 till October 9 for its custom-
ers to revive their individual lapsed LIC policies.

      Lakshmi Vilas Bank (LVB) has launched LVB DigiGo, a digital initiative to enable opening of sav-
ings account instantly. 
      LVB’s new initiative will help people to avail the most required banking services instantly throu-
gh the website.

ounced that they will combine their insurance businesses through a share swap deal, which once 
consummated will create the country's third largest general insurance entity.

bankiq.in

India and AIIB sign agreement for $500 million for Mumbai Urban Transport 
Project-III

Lakshmi Vilas Bank launches instant account opening facility

LIC launches revival campaign for lapsed policies

STUDY IQA Initiative

Bharti AXA General Insurance Headquarters: Mumbai, Maharashtra.
Bharti AXA General Insurance MD and CEO: Sanjeev Srinivasan.
ICICI Lombard General Insurance Headquarter: Mumbai, Maharashtra.
ICICI Lombard General Insurance MD & CEO: Bhargav Dasgupta.

President of Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank: Jin Liqun.
Headquarters of AIIB: Beijing, China.
AIIB established: 16 January 2016.

Headquarters of Lakshmi Vilas Bank: Chennai.
Lakshmi Vilas Bank MD & CEO: S Sundar (Interim).

LIC Headquarters: Mumbai, Maharashtra.
Chairman of LIC: M R Kumar.
LIC founded: 1 September 1956.
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      On August 15, 2020 Fino Payments Bank Limited(Ltd) launched Jan Bachat Khata (JBK), an Aa-
dhaar authentication based digital savings account for its customers. 
      JBK will bring neo-banking experience to the consumers. 
      The primary target segment is low income household families and direct benefit transfer (DBT) 
beneficiaries.

      State-owned Punjab National Bank launched a campaign to encourage customers to use digi-
tal banking channels.
       Under the campaign ‘DIGITAL APNAYEN’, the bank will contribute Rs 5 towards the PM CARES 
Fund on behalf of each customer conducting the first financial transaction to activate their RuPay 
Debit card either on point of sale (PoS) or e-commerce platform, PNB said in a statement.

      HDFC Bank on launched ‘Shaurya KGC Card’, a loan product for armed forces personnel and 
their families that are engaged in agricultural activities. The product is based on the Kisan Credit 
Card guidelines by the government and comes with certain unique features specially crafted for 
over 45 lakh Indian armed forces personnel.

     RBI Governor Shaktikanta Das  said that the banking system will move to a positive pay practice 
in cheque transactions to curb frauds.
      Under the 'positive pay' system, a customer who issues the cheque clicks a picture of the cheq-
ue before handing it over to the beneficiary and uploads the same on the bank's mobile applicat-
ion.

Fino Payments Bank Ltd Launched ‘Jan Bachat Khata’, an Aadhaar Authe-
ntication Based Digital Savings Account

‘Shaurya KGC Card’, an Independence Day gift from HDFC Bank to armed 
forces personnel

PNB launches campaign to promote digital banking

RBI announces ‘positive pay’ feature to help avert cheque frauds

Fino Payments Bank Ltd Launched ‘Jan Bachat Khata’, an Aadhaar Authe-

bankiq.in
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Chairman of Fino Payments Bank: Prof Mahendra Kumar Chouhan.
Fino Payments Bank established: 13 July 2006.
MD & CEO of Fino Payments Bank: Rishi Gupta.
Headquarters of Fino Payments Bank: Mumbai, Maharashtra.

PNB Headquarters: New Delhi.
PNB Founded: 19 May 1894, Lahore, Pakistan.
PNB Founders: Lala Lajpat Rai, Dyal Singh Majithia.

Headquarters of HDFC Bank: Mumbai, Maharashtra.
The tagline of HDFC Bank: We Understand Your World.

      On August 15, 2020 Fino Payments Bank Limited(Ltd) launched Jan Bachat Khata (JBK), an Aa-

      The primary target segment is low income household families and direct benefit transfer (DBT) 
      JBK will bring neo-banking experience to the consumers. 

2020

     RBI Governor Shaktikanta Das  said that the banking system will move to a positive pay practice 
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     Airtel Payments Bank has entered into a partnership with Bharti AXA General Insurance to offer 
shop insurance for its retailers and merchants. 
      The smart plan shop package policy will provide financial protection in case of damage to ass-
ets inside the shop due to various catastrophic events as covered in the product.

     Kotak Mahindra Bank has launched a special two-month campaign with offers and discounts 
across its suite of products, including for loans, savings accounts, current accounts, corporate sal-
ary accounts as well as curated deals on Kotak debit cards, credit cards and digital payments.
      Called Kona Kona Umeed, it also includes competitive rates and attractive offers across custo-
mer segments including retail, business and agri segments.

     Regulator Sebi is planning to set up a virtual museum of securities market to highlight achieve-
ments and milestones in the Indian capital market.
      In a notice, Sebi has invited Expression of Interest (EoI) from agencies to develop the virtual mu-
seum.
      The museum is intended to be a visual online organised collection of history of evolution, achie-
vements and milestones in the Indian securities market over the decades in terms of market infra-
structure, regulation and enforcement.

Airtel Payments Bank ties up with Bharti AXA General Insurance to offer s-
hop insurance to retailers and merchants

Kotak Mahindra Bank launches two-month campaign with offers, discounts

Sebi to set up virtual museum of securities market

National Bank of Bahrain Selects Infosys Finacle to Digitally Transform its 
Transaction Banking Business

bankiq.in
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Airtel Payments Bank MD and CEO: Anubrata Biswas.
Airtel Payments Bank Headquarter: New Delhi, Delhi.
Bharti AXA General Insurance MD and CEO: Sanjeev Srinivasan.
Bharti AXA General Insurance Headquarter: Mumbai, Maharashtra.

Kotak Mahindra Bank Establishment: 2003.
Kotak Mahindra Bank Headquarters: Mumbai, Maharashtra.
Kotak Mahindra Bank Managing Director & Chief Executive Officer: Uday Kotak.
Kotak Mahindra Bank Tagline: Lets make money simple.

RBI 25th Governor: Shaktikanta Das; 
Headquarters: Mumbai; 
Founded: 1 April 1935, Kolkata.

     Airtel Payments Bank has entered into a partnership with Bharti AXA General Insurance to offer 

      The smart plan shop package policy will provide financial protection in case of damage to ass-

     Kotak Mahindra Bank has launched a special two-month campaign with offers and discounts 

     Regulator Sebi is planning to set up a virtual museum of securities market to highlight achieve-
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     National Bank of Bahrain (NBB), the Kingdom’s leading provider of retail and commercial bank-
ing services, and Infosys Finacle, part of EdgeVerve Systems, a wholly-owned subsidiary of Infosys 
(NYSE: INFY),announced the bank’s decision to adopt the Finacle Cash Management Suite to digi-
tally transform its transaction banking business.

     With an aim to address the increasing number of queries from customers effectively and prom-
ptly, Axis Bank, India’s third largest private sector bank, announced the launch of Automated Voice
Assistant ‘AXAA’, an Artificial Intelligence powered conversational voice BOT.

Axis Bank unveils automated voice assistant to address customer queries, 
requests

     National Bank of Bahrain (NBB), the Kingdom’s leading provider of retail and commercial bank-
ing services, and Infosys Finacle, part of EdgeVerve Systems, a wholly-owned subsidiary of Infosys 

bankiq.in
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King of Bahrain: Hamad bin Isa Al Khalifa;
Capital of Bahrain: Manama; Currency of Bahrain: Bahraini Dinar.
Chief Executive Officer and Managing Director of Infosys: Salil Parekh.
Headquarters of Infosys: Bengaluru.

2020

Managing Director and Chief Executive Officer of Axis Bank: Amitabh Chaudhry.

     National Bank of Bahrain (NBB), the Kingdom’s leading provider of retail and commercial bank-

     With an aim to address the increasing number of queries from customers effectively and prom-
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     OPV Sarthak has been designed & built indig-
enously by M/s Goa Shipyard Limited (GSL) in line
with the government’s vision of ‘Make in India’.
It has about 70% indigenous content, thus providing the necessary fillip to the Indian shipbuilding 
industry and a giant leap towards achieving ‘Atmanirbar Bharat’.

Defence and 
Security

     A newly-built `Interceptor' boat of the Indian Coast Guard (ICG) was launched in Surat  
      "Interceptor Boat `ICGS C-454', built by Larsen and Toubro, was launched into the service of the 
Coast Guard by Surat district Collector Dhaval Patel's wife, Dr Hiral Patel," it said.
       The 27-meter-long boat has a maximum speed of 45 nautical miles or 83 kilometers per hour, 
and has "excellent seakeeping, maneuverability and endurance range of 500 nautical miles", the 
release added.

     India turned down Russia’s invitation to participate in next month’s multilateral defence exerci-
se, which is scheduled to be held in southern Russia between September 15 and 27.
      In the response communicated to Russia, New Delhi cited Covid-19 as the official reason to skip 
‘Exercise Kavkaz 2020’. However, The Indian Express has learnt that Chinese presence was an imp-
ortant factor for withdrawing from the event.

     A newly-built `Interceptor' boat of the Indian Coast Guard (ICG) was launched in Surat  

Indian Coast Guard launches interceptor boat in Surat

India Pulls Out Of Russia Military Exercise With China, Pak Over Covid

Director-General of Indian Coast Guard: Krishnaswamy Natarajan.

Director General of Indian Coast Guard: Krishnaswamy Natarajan.

2020

ICG’s fourth Offshore Patrol Vessel 
‘Sarthak’ launched

     OPV Sarthak has been designed & built indig-

     India turned down Russia’s invitation to participate in next month’s multilateral defence exerci-
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ACJ Headquarters: Chennai, TamilNadu.
ACJ Chairman: Sashi Kumar.

The Indian Mathematics Wizard 
Who Is 'Quicker Than The Calculator

Nitin Sethi and Shiv Sahay Singh win ACJ''s journalism awards

       Neelkantha Bhanu Prakash, a student of Ma-
thematics at Delhi's St Stephen's College, holds 
the world record for being the 'fastest human calculator.' 
       Neelkantha Bhanu Prakash, 20, from Hyderabad has won the first gold 
medal for India at the Mental Calculation World Championship at Mind 
Sports Olympiad held in London recently.

      Nitin Sethi and Shiv Sahay Singh have been declared 
winners of the Asian College of Journalism’s award for in-
vestigative journalism and the K P Narayana Kumar Mem-
orial Award for social impact journalism respectively.

       Neelkantha Bhanu Prakash, a student of Ma-

      Nitin Sethi and Shiv Sahay Singh have been declared 

Honours and 
Awards
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     The Indian government is genuinely working 
to create a true Single Window System, which is completely digital and provides for unified and 
integrated business procedures, said Piyush Goyal.
       Union Minister Piyush Goyal affirmed that the government is focused on creating as single win-
dow system to integrate businesses
       While he also emphatically said that AtmaNirbhar Bharat is all about opening doors for more b-
usiness to come into the country

     Prime Minister Narendra Modi  launched and dedicated to the nation, the submarine Optical 
Fibre Cable (OFC) connecting Andaman & Nicobar Islands to the mainland through video confer-
encing.

      Union Minister for Environment and Forest Prakash Javadekar released a document on Best P-
ractices and launched a portal on Human-Elephant Conflict called 'Surakhsya'. 
       India is committed to the cause of saving elephants and other animals and is working towards 
robust, practical and cost effective solutions to end the human-animal conflict, Javadekar said on 
the eve of the day. World Elephant Day, is celebrated every year on August 12 to create awareness 
among people on elephant conservation.

Piyush Goyal Inaugurates CII Natio-
nal Digital Conference on “Easing 
Doing Business for Atmanirbhar 
Bharat”

PM Modi launches submarine cable connectivity to Andaman & Nico-
bar Islands

Union Min Prakash Javadekar Launches Portal On Human-elephant 
Conflict

Lieutenant Governor of Andaman and Nicobar Island: Admiral D K Joshi.

IUCN Headquarters: Gland, Switzerland.
IUCN CEO: Grethel Aguilar.
IUCN Founder: Julian Huxley.
IUCN Founded: 5 October 1948.

2020

     The Indian government is genuinely working 

     Prime Minister Narendra Modi  launched and dedicated to the nation, the submarine Optical 
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Equatorial Guinea reappoints Prime Minister Asue after government 
resignation

       Francisco Asue was reappointed as prime minister of Equatorial Guinea , the government said,
after he and the government resigned last week after criticism from long-standing President Teo-
doro Obiang.

       SBI Funds Management said it has appointed Vinay M Tonse as MD & CEO, replacing Ashwani 
Bhatia who returned to parent State Bank of India NSE 4.27 % (SBI) as its Managing Director.
      Tonse joined SBI as a Probationary Officer in 1988 and has worked across different locations in 
India and abroad. 
      Over his tenure of 32 years with the State Bank of India, he has traversed through various func-

2020

Appointments 
and 
Resignations

The Republic of Trinidad and Tobago Capital: Port of Spain.
The Republic of Trinidad and Tobago Currency: Trinidad and 
Tobago dollar.
The Republic of Trinidad and Tobago President: Paula-Mae 
Weekes.

Republic of Equatorial Guinea President: Teodoro Obiang.
Republic of Equatorial Guinea Capital: Malabo.
Republic of Equatorial Guinea Currency: Central African CFA franc.

SBI MF appoints Vinay Tonse as MD & CEO

     Dr Keith Rowley has been sworn in as the Prime Minister of Trinidad and Tobago for a second 
consecutive five-year term on 19 August 2020.
       The 70-year-old Prime Minister Rowley’s ruling People’s National Movement party won 22 out 
of 41 seats in the House of Representatives in August 10 election to form the government.
       He is serving as Prime Minister of Trinidad and Tobago since 9 September 2015.

IKeith Rowley Sworn in as Trinidad 
and Tobago Prime Minister for Sec-
ond 5 year term

     Dr Keith Rowley has been sworn in as the Prime Minister of Trinidad and Tobago for a second 
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tions and assignments possessing rich experience in several facets of commercial banking such 
as corporate credit, treasury, retail and international banking.

       The present Governor of Goa Satya Pal Malik has been appointed as the Governor for Meghal-
aya by President Ram Nath Kovind.
       Maharashtra Governor Bhagat Singh Koshyari will discharge the functions of the Governor of 
Goa in addition to his own duties.

        Performance sports eyewear brand Oakley  announced the appoin-
tment of cricketer Rohit Sharma as its new brand ambassador for a pe-
riod of two years in India.
         As a part of the partnership, Sharma will be sporting Oakley eyewear 
equipped with patented Prizm technology created specifically for sports.

       Luis Rodolfo Abinader has been sworn in as president of the Dominican Republic following his 
election win .
      The 53-year-old businessman, who had never held elected office, won a four-year term on July 
5, ending a 16-year run in power by a centre-left party.

STUDY IQA Initiative

tions and assignments possessing rich experience in several facets of commercial banking such 
as corporate credit, treasury, retail and international banking.

bankiq.in 2020

SBI Mutual Fund Founded: June 1987.
SBI Mutual Fund Headquarters: Mumbai, Maharashtra.

Dominican Republic Capital: Santo Domingo.
Dominican Republic Currency: Dominican Peso.

Meghalaya National Park: Balphakram National Park, Nokrek 
National Park.
Chief Minister of Meghalaya: Conrad Kongkal Sangma.

Satya Pal Malik appointed as Governor of Meghalaya

 Rohit Sharma appointed Oakley’s brand ambassador in India

Luis Rodolfo Abinader sworn in as Dominican Republic president

      The 53-year-old businessman, who had never held elected office, won a four-year term on July 
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Chief Election Commissioner of India: Sunil Arora.
President of Asian Development Bank: Masatsugu Asakawa.

GoAir Headquarters: Mumbai, Maharashtra.
GoAir Founder: Jehangir Wadia.
GoAir Established: 2005.

GoAir appoints Kaushik Khona as new CEO, to replace Vinay Dube

ebikeGo appoints Harbhajan Singh as brand ambassador

MS Dhoni retires from all international cricket

Election Commissioner Ashok Lavasa resigned  

     Election Commissioner Ashok Lavasa resigned  to take up the position 
of vice-president at Asian Development Bank next month.

     GoAir  said it has appointed Kaushik Khona as its chief executive officer (CEO)."The Nominations 
& Remuneration Committee and the Board met and have appointed Kaushik Khona as CEO with 
immediate effect," GoAir said.
Khona will replace industry veteran Vinay Dube who took charge as CEO in February.

     Amritsar based e-mobility start-up eBikeGO on Tuesday announced 
the appointment of Indian cricketer Harbhajan Singh as its brand am-
bassador.
      The cricketer has come on board for one year to help promote the 
company as it looks to scale-up by increasing geographical footprint, 
adding new customer segments, and targeting new business use cases 
to widen the appeal for electric mobility.

     Former India captain Mahendra Singh Dhoni, who led his side to vic-
tory in three global ICC tournaments, has announced his retirement 
from international cricket.
     The announcement on Saturday, 15 August, was in typical Dhoni style, 
understated and unexpected. "Thanks a lot for your support throughout. 
From 1929 hrs consider me as Retired", he said in a post on Instagram, 
which was accompanied by a slideshow of his career in images.

     Election Commissioner Ashok Lavasa resigned  to take up the position 

     GoAir  said it has appointed Kaushik Khona as its chief executive officer (CEO)."The Nominations 

     Amritsar based e-mobility start-up eBikeGO on Tuesday announced 

     Former India captain Mahendra Singh Dhoni, who led his side to vic-

     The announcement on Saturday, 15 August, was in typical Dhoni style, 
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Indiabulls Housing Finance Ltd Headquarters: Gurugram.
Indiabulls Housing Finance Ltd Founded: 2005.

Director & Chief Executive of ICRIER: Dr Rajat Kathuria.
Headquarters of ICRIER: New Delhi.

Dominant Hamilton eases to fifth Spanish GP win as Verstappen splits 
Mercedes

Former RBI deputy governor S S Mundra appointed as non-executive 
chairman of Indiabulls Housing

Suresh Raina follows Dhoni into retirement

Pramod Bhasin appointed as new Chairman of ICRIER

     Mercedes’ Lewis Hamilton executed a near-perfect race at the Spanish Grand Prix, leading eve-
ry lap from pole to record his fifth Spanish Grand Prix win, and his fourth victory of the season, with 
Red Bull’s Max Verstappen coming home ahead of the sister Mercedes of Valtteri Bottas.

     Mortgage player Indiabulls Housing Finance (IBH) said former RBI 
deputy governor S S Mundra has been appointed as its non-executive
chairman with immediate effect.
      Mundra had joined the board of IBH in 2018 as an independent dir-
ector.
       The company said its executive chairman Sameer Gehlaut has taken 
up the position of chief executive officer of another listed firm promoted 
by him -- Indiabulls Ventures Ltd.

     Pramod Bhasin, vice-chair of the board of governors at ICRIER, has 
been appointed as a new Chairman of the Indian Council for Research 
on International Economic Relations (ICRIER). 
      Bhasin will replace Isher Judge Ahluwalia, who has stepped down due 
to health reasons. Isher had been in this position for 15 years. 
       She will continue as chairperson emeritus, a position specially created 
to honor her exceptional contributions to the Council.

     Pramod Bhasin, vice-chair of the board of governors at ICRIER, has 

     Mercedes’ Lewis Hamilton executed a near-perfect race at the Spanish Grand Prix, leading eve-

     India international Suresh Raina has announced his 
retirement from international cricket. He announced his 
decision soon after MS Dhoni called it quits.

ment from 

     Mortgage player Indiabulls Housing Finance (IBH) said former RBI 
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CEO of ICC: Manu Sawhney.
Headquarters of ICC: Dubai, United Arab Emirates.
Chairman of ICC: Imran Khwaja (Interim).

SAIL Headquarters: New Delhi.
SAIL founded: 19 January 1954.

Capital India Finance Ltd Managing Director: Keshav Porwal.
Capital India Finance Ltd HeadOffice: Mumbai, Maharashtra.

KN Ananthapadmanabhan Promoted To ICC's International Panel Of 
Umpires

Walter Martos sworn in as new Prime Minister of Peru

     Soma Mondal has been selected by the Public Enterprises Selection Board (PESB) as the next 
chairman of public sector steel major Steel Authority of India Limited NSE 0.61 %. She is currently 
Director (Commercial) of SAIL.

     Capital India Finance Limited has appointed Dr Harsh Kumar Bhan-
wala, former Chairman, NABARD and an Industry Veteran, as the Exe-
cutive Chairman, to the board with effect from August 6, 2020.
       SK Narvar, Promoter, Capital India Finance Limited said,” We are 
extremely pleased to have Dr. Bhanwala on board with us as Executive 
Chairman and extend our warmest regards and good wishes on behalf 
of the entire team at Capital India Finance Ltd (CIFL). 

     Former Kerala leg-spinner KN Ananthapadmanabhan has been 
promoted to the International Cricket Council's (ICC) international 
panel of umpires. Ananthapadmanabhan will be the fourth Indian 
umpire on the international panel and fills the vacancy created by 
Nitin Menon's move to the ICC Elite Panel, ESPNcricinfo reported. 
       The other three Indians on the international panel are C Shams-
huddin, Anil Chaudhary and Virender Sharma.

     Walter Roger Martos Ruiz was sworn in as the new Prime Minister of Peru to replace Pedro Cat-
eriano.
       The swearing-in ceremony took place at the Government Palace in Lima.

PESB picks Soma Mondal as the next chairman of Steel Authority of 
India

Capital India Finance names Dr Harsh Kumar Bhanwala as Executive
Chairman

     Capital India Finance Limited has appointed Dr Harsh Kumar Bhan-

     Soma Mondal has been selected by the Public Enterprises Selection Board (PESB) as the next 

     Former Kerala leg-spinner KN Ananthapadmanabhan has been 

     Walter Roger Martos Ruiz was sworn in as the new Prime Minister of Peru to replace Pedro Cat-
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Peru Capital: Lima.
Peru Currency: Peruvian Sol.

PNB Housing Finance Head Office: New Delhi.
PNB Housing Finance Tag Line: Ghar Ki Baat.

Capital of Mauritania: Nouakchott.
Currency of Mauritania: Mauritanian ouguiya.

Capital of Belarus: Minsk.
Currency of Belarus: Belarusian Rouble.

PNB Housing Finance appoints ex-SBI Card head Hardayal Prasad as 
new MD and CEO

Mauritania president appoints new PM after previous gov't resigns

Alexander Lukashenko, ‘Europe’s last dictator,’ wins sixth term in Bela-
rus election

Sri Lanka: Mahinda Rajapaksa takes oath as prime minister for fourth 
time

     Mauritanian President Mohamed Ould Ghazouani has appointed 
veteran public administrator Mohamed Ould Bilal as prime minister, 
hours after the previous government resigned amid an investigation 
into alleged high-level corruption.

     Election officials in Belarus  that President Alexander Lukashenko — 
often referred to as “Europe’s last dictator” — had won his sixth consec-
utive term, taking more than 80% of the vote amid protests fueled by 
frustration with the country’s deteriorating economy, years of political 
repression and the authoritarian incumbent’s cavalier brushoff of the 
coronavirus threat.

      Led by Peruvian President Martin Vizcarra, the act sees the presence of 
members of the outgoing Cabinet.

      PNB Housing Finance  announced that Hardayal Prasad, the former SBI 
Card head who left the card issuer company last month, has been appoint-
ed as its new MD and CEO.

     Mauritanian President Mohamed Ould Ghazouani has appointed

     Election officials in Belarus  that President Alexander Lukashenko — 
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President of Sri Lanka: Gotabaya Rajapaksa.
Capital of Sri Lanka: Sri Jayawardenepura Kotte.
The currency of Sri Lanka: Sri Lankan rupee.

Chairman of State Bank of India: Rajnish Kumar.
Headquarters: Mumbai; Founded: 1 July 1955.

BSF formed: 1 December 1965; 
BSF Headquarters: New Delhi.

Ashwani Bhatia appointed as managing director of State Bank of India

Rakesh Asthana appointed BSF DG, V S K Kaumudi Special Secretary 
(Internal Security)

Sebi appoints G P Garg as Executive Director

       The central government  has appointed Ashwani Bhatia as the managing
director (MD) of the State Bank of India (SBI).
       Bhatia has been appointed as the managing director up to the date of his
 superannuation that is May 31, 2022, the order stated.
       Bhatia is currently working as the managing director and chief executive 
officer at SBI Mutual Fund.

       Mahinda Rajapaksa sworn in as the prime minister of Sri Lanka for the
fourth time, three days after his party declared a victory in the country’s 
2020 General Elections.
      Mahinda Rajapaksa took oath before the Sri Lankan President and his 
younger brother Gotabaya Rajapaksa at the Kelaniya Raja Maha Buddhist 
temple outside Colombo.

       Gujarat cadre IPS officer Rakesh Asthana has been appointed as the 
chief of the Border Security Force (BSF) and V S K Kaumudi will be Special 
Secretary (Internal Security) in the Home Ministry, according to a Personnel 
Ministry order issued . 
     Asthana is at present working as the Director General of Bureau of Civil 
Aviation Security (BCAS) here.

       The Securities and Exchange Board of India (Sebi) said it has appointed 
G P Garg as executive director (ED).
       Prior to his promotion as ED, Garg was Chief General Manager in Sebi 
and has handled several assignments since joining in January 1994. He has 
been closely associated with Sebi’s initiatives on financial literacy and inve-
stor education in the country.

     Asthana is at present working as the Director General of Bureau of Civil 
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RBI okays Sashidhar Jagdishan as Aditya Puri’s successor at HDFC B-
ank

Ajay Tyagi gets 18 months’ extension as SEBI chairman

Former union minister Manoj Sinha to be new L-G of Jammu & Kash-
mir

Retired bureaucrat Rajiv Kumar appointed as new Election Commiss-
ioner

Chairman of SEBI: Ajay Tyagi; 
Headquarter: Mumbai.

Headquarters of HDFC Bank: Mumbai, Maharashtra.
The tagline of HDFC Bank: We Understand Your World.

       Retired bureaucrat Rajiv Kumar was appointed the election com-
missioner  in place of Ashok Lavasa, who has resigned.
       President Ram Nath Kovind cleared Kumar’s appointment with 
effect from the date of his assuming office. Kumar’s appointment is 
in place of Lavasa, who resigned with effect from August 31.

       The Reserve Bank of India has approved the appointment of 
Sashidhar Jagdishan as the next managing director of HDFC Bank NSE 
0.22 %, succeeding veteran Aditya Puri. A letter to this effect has been 
sent to BSE by the bank.

       Ajay Tyagi was  given an 18-month extension, till February 2022, as 
the chairman of markets regulator SEBI, according to a Personnel Mi-
nistry order.
       The Appointments Committee of the Cabinet headed by Prime 
Minister Narendra Modi has approved extension of Tyagi’s term for 18 
months, with effect from September 1 2020 up to February 28, 2020.

       Former union minister and senior BJP leader from Uttar Pradesh, 
Manoj Sinha  appointed as Lt Governor of Jammu and Kashmir, the 
Rashtrapati Bhawan spokesman said.
      A communique issued by the President’s secretariat said that the 
resignation of Girish Chandra Murmu as Lieutenant Governor of Jam-
mu and Kashmir has been accepted.

      A communique issued by the President’s secretariat said that the
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       GC Murmu, the Lieutenant Governor of Jammu Kashmir, is the front- 
runner for the post of the country's new auditor. Mr Murmu resigned fr- 
om his post in Jammu and Kashmir and Manoj Sinha has been appoint-
ed as his successor, said a statement from President Ram Nath Kovind's 
office. 

GC Murmu Who Faced Heat Over Polls, 4G, Resigns As J&K Lt Governor
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Government
Scheme

Union Minister for Railways: Piyush Goyal.
Railway Board Chairman: V K Yadav.

Union Minister of Tribal Affairs: Arjun Munda.
Minister of State for Tribal Affairs: Renuka Singh Saruta.

To prevent train delays, Indian Rail-
ways introduces OHE Inspection a-
pp for real-time monitoring
        Piyush Goyal-led Indian Railways has rolled out
an application called “OHE Inspection”. With the 
help of this app, the national transporter will quickly find out the problem and it will get it fixed as 
soon as possible. 
       According to the Railway Ministry, the OHE Inspection app will allow capturing real time OHE 
(Overhead Equipment) defects as well as send alerts. 
       The app has been rolled out on a Pan India basis. Some of the major features of the newly laun-
ched OHE Inspection app includes GPS based tracking of patrol man, real time capturing of OHE 
defects and provision of taking photographs

     ALEKH: It is a e-newsletter that is to be released on quarterly basis.It will showcase the works of 
different stakeholders involved in improving health and nutrition of tribals.
      Swasthya Portal: It aims to provide health and nutrition related information of the tribal popul-
ation of India.
       Piramal Swasthya: It will act as Centre of Excellence for Knowledge Management for Health 
and Nutrition.The centre will constantly engage with the Ministry of Tribal and provide valid infor-
mation.This will help in policy making and decision processes.
       GOAL (Going Online As Leaders): It is the joint initiative of Facebook and the Ministry of Tribal 
Affairs to empower tribal youth through mentorship, leadership training and digital literacy skills.
       Empowering Tribals, Transforming India: It is an Online Performance Dashboard that provid-
es updated & real-time details of the schemes as well as initiatives launched by the Ministry of Tri-
bal Affairs to achieve the Sustainable Development Goals(SDGs).

Initiatives launched by Ministry of Tribal Affairs
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       The ICC inducted Jacques Kallis, Lisa Sthalekar, and Zaheer Abbas to its list of Hall of Famers .
       The 2020 inductees into the ICC Hall of Fame were announced by Alan Wilkins, Sunil Gavaskar, 
Mel Jones and Shaun Pollock ICC’s social media channels..
       Kallis is one of the greatest all-rounders in the history of cricket. He scored 13,289 runs in Tests 
and 11,579 runs in ODIs while taking 250 wickets in both formats of the game. Kallis has a record 
23 Player of the Match awards in Tests. He is also South Africa’s highest run-getter in Tests and O-
DIs .Kallis has 45 Tests hundreds with an average of 55.37.

     Union Minister of Youth and Sports Kiren Rijiju launched a nation-wide 
initiative of Fit India Youth Clubs to promote fitness among every citizen 
on the occasion of Independence Day. 
      The Fit India Youth Club which is a part of the Fit India Movement envisi-

STUDY IQ
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ICC Hall of Fame 2020: Jacques Kallis, Lisa Sthalekar and Zaheer Abbas 
inducted

Union Youth and Sports Minister Kiren Rijiju launches nation-wide ini-
tiative of Fit India Youth Clubs

A Initiative

CEO of ICC: Manu Sawhney.
Headquarters of ICC: Dubai, United Arab Emirates.
Chairman of ICC: Imran Khwaja (Interim).

     Union Minister of Youth and Sports Kiren Rijiju launched a nation-wide 

Sports
James Anderson becomes 1st fast 
bowler to take 600 Test wickets

        World Snooker Championship 2020: Ronnie 
O'Sullivan wins sixth world title
       Ronnie O'Sullivan claimed his sixth World Ch-
ampionship title with a dominant 18-8 victory ov-
er Kyren Wilson at Sheffield's Crucible Theatre.
      O'Sullivan draws level with Ray Reardon and 
boyhood hero Steve Davis on world crowns, and 
surpasses Stephen Hendry on the all-time list of 
ranking event wins with a record 37 titles.
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oned by the Prime Minister, endeavours to harness the power of youth to create mass awareness 
about the importance of fitness. This initiative brings together fitness and voluntarism in a unique 
way

     World number 304 Sophia Popov became the first female golfer 
from Germany to capture a major title after winning the Women's 
British Open by two strokes at Royal Troon in Scotland.

First female golfer from Germany Sophia Popov wins Women’s British 
Open

Notes

oned by the Prime Minister, endeavours to harness the power of youth to create mass awareness 
about the importance of fitness. This initiative brings together fitness and voluntarism in a unique 
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International 
A�airs

       Israel's Defense Ministry said it conducted a 
successful test of the country's advanced missile 
defense system against long-range ballistic attacks.
      Defense Minister Benny Gantz said the successful flight test of the Arrow-2 interceptor was part 
of Israel's technological effort that "ensures that we will always be one step ahead of our enemies."

      The United Arab Emirates (UAE) said  it had successfully opened a nuclear power plant, becom-
ing the first Arab country to produce nuclear energy.
       The $22.4 billion (€19 billion) Barakah plant on the Gulf coast west of Abu Dhabi is being develo-
ped by a consortium led by the Korea Electric Power Corporation.

Israel successfully tests advanced 
missile defense system Arrow-2 in-
terceptor

Israel President: Reuven “Ruvi” Rivlin.
Israel Prime Minister: Benjamin Netanyahu.
Israel Capital: Jerusalem.
Israel Currency: Israeli New Shekel.

President of UAE: Sheikh Khalifa bin Zayed Al Nahyan.
Capital of UAE: Abu Dhabi; Currency: United Arab Emirates dirham.

UAE launches Arab world's first nuclear power plant
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India and the 
World

     India has extended Line of Credit worth 18 mill-
ion US dollars to the Government of Maldives for 
the expansion of fishing facilities at Maldives Ind-
ustrial Fisheries Company. 
       The project envisages investment in fish collection and storage facilities and the setting up of a 
tuna cooked plant and fishmeal plant.  
       It is part of the 800 million US dollars line of credit offered by India with repayment tenor of 20 
years and a 5-year moratorium.

India extends Line of Credit worth 
18 million dollars to Maldives

     India has extended Line of Credit worth 18 mill-

President of the Maldives: Ibrahim Mohamed Solih.
Capital of Maldives: Male; Currency of the Maldives: Maldivian Rufiyaa.
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Administrator of Dadra and Nagar Haveli and Daman and Diu: Praful Patel.

DNHDD launches E-Gyan Mitra mobile app for online education

Paytm launches first pocket Android POS device for contactless pay-
ments in India

APEDA signs MoUs with AFC India Ltd and NCUI, Delhi to utilise their 
expertise in agri sector

     Union Territory of Dadra and Nagar Haveli and Daman and Diu bordering Gujarat has launched 
E-Gyan Mitra mobile app for online education.

AIR, Ahmedabad correspondent reports that the E-Gyan Mitra app launched by the Education
Department of Daman Administration is becoming popular among the students and parents.

     In the wake of COVID-19 crisis, Paytm has launched the 
first pocket Android POS device for contactless ordering 
and payments in India, a move that will make this technol
ogy more affordable for SMEs. The company has introduced 
'Paytm All-in-One Portable Android Smart POS' at an introd-
uctory price of Rs 499 per month rental.  

      Agricultural and Processed Food Products Export Development Authority (APEDA) is engaged 
with State governments for the implementation of agri export policy. Several States, including Ma-
harashtra, Uttar Pradesh and Kerala have also finalised the action plan for the implementation of 
policy.

Union Agriculture Minister launch-
es Sahakar Cooptube NCDC Chan-
nel

      Agriculture Minister Narendra Singh Tomar 
today launched the Sahakar Cooptube NCDC 
Channel, a new initiative by National Cooperative 
Development Corporation.
      Speaking on the occasion, Mr Tomar said that his Ministry is in the forefront of operationalizing 
different aspects of Atma Nirbhar Bharat call given by Prime Minister Narendra Modi.

     Union Territory of Dadra and Nagar Haveli and Daman and Diu bordering Gujarat has launched 

     In the wake of COVID-19 crisis, Paytm has launched the 
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Chairman of Agricultural and Processed Food Prod-
ucts Export Development Authority: Diwakar Nath 
Misra.
Managing Director, AFC India Ltd.: B.Ganeshan.

ISRO Chairman: K.Sivan.
ISRO Headquarters: Bengaluru, Karnataka.
VSSUT Vice-Chancellor: Atal Chaudhuri.
VSSUT Headquarters: Sambalpur, Odisha.

NeGD, CSC e-Governance Services sign MoU to make UMANG app se-
rvices available via CSCs

VSSUT first to set up Space Innovation-cum-Incubation Centre with 
ISRO

NHAI develops Vendor Performance Evaluation System

      The National e-Governance Division (NeGD) signed a pact with 
CSC  e-Governance Services India to facilitate delivery of UMANG 
app services through Common Service Centres (CSCs) in an assisted 
mode. With this Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) in place, the 
services on UMANG app will be available to citizens through the net-
work of 3.75 lakh CSCs, an official

      The Veer Surendra Sai University of Technology (VSSUT), Burla in Odisha’s Sambalpur district  
became the first University in the country to set up a Space Innovation-cum-Incubation Centre 
with the Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO), a statement from the government of Odisha
said.
        The virtual signing of the Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) for the centre took place in 
the presence of the ISRO chairman Dr K Sivan.

      The National Highways Authority of India (NHAI) has developed 
a Vendor Performance Evaluation System to establish a transpare-
nt and comprehensive performance rating system for its consulta-
nts, contractors and concessionaires.  
       The portal-based objective assessment of vendors has been ini-
tiated to track performance of vendors for various NHAI projects.  
The portal is available on the NHAI website under Vendor Perform
ance Evaluation System. Under this portal, vendors are required to conduct self-assessment and 
upload documents related to project activities being executed by them on the portal. 
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      The National e-Governance Division (NeGD) signed a pact with 

      The Veer Surendra Sai University of Technology (VSSUT), Burla in Odisha’s Sambalpur district  

      The National Highways Authority of India (NHAI) has developed 
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Chief Executive Officer of National Institution for Transforming 
India (NITI) Aayog: Amitabh Kant.

Founder and Chairperson, Reliance Foundation: Nita 
M Ambani.
Acting Administrator of US Agency for International 
Development: John Barsa.

Chairman of Marine Products Export Development Authority: K S 
Srinivas.
Chief Minister of Gujarat: Vijaybhai R. Rupani; 
Governor: Acharya Dev Vrat.

Dell Technologies virtually launched the “Student Entrepreneurship Pr-
ogramme 2.0” in partnership with NITI Aayog’s Atal Innovation Mission. 

Reliance Foundation announces tie-up with W-GDP and USAID to bri-
dge gender digital divide in India

Marine Products Export Development Authority (MPEDA) opens qua-
lity control lab in Porbandar for seafood exporters

      The initiative is intended at “transforming innovative prototypes” of the ideas of young children 
who are part of the programme into complete operating products. 
       NITI Aayog, policy think tank of the government of India in 2016 had partnered with Dell Techn-
ologies, Texas based multinational technology company to adopt Atal Tinkering Labs (ATL) in sel-
ect government schools. The objective of the ATL is to “foster curiosity, creativity and imagination 
in young minds; and inculcate skills such as design mindset, computational thinking, adaptive le-
arning, physical computing.”

      Under the Women’s Global Development and Prosperity (W-GDP) Initiative, a new partnership 
between the US Agency for International Development (USAID) and Reliance Foundation aims to 
bridge the gender digital divide in India.
       The partnership was announced at a W-GDP event , hosted by Deputy Secretary of State of the 
United States Stephen Biegun and with special guest, Ivanka Trump, Advisor

      The Marine Products Export Development Authority (MPEDA) has opened a quality control lab-
oratory here to facilitate tests for seafood processors and exporters to confirm product safety as 
per international regulatory requirements, the central agency said .
        The laboratory is equipped with advanced testing instruments to analyse antibiotic residues, 
heavy-metals, such as cadmium, lead, mercury and arsenic in seafood samples and histamine in 
fish like tuna and mackerel, it said in a release.

Dell Technologies virtually launched the “Student Entrepreneurship Pr-
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      Under the Women’s Global Development and Prosperity (W-GDP) Initiative, a new partnership 

      The Marine Products Export Development Authority (MPEDA) has opened a quality control lab-
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Chief Minister of Madhya Pradesh: Shivraj Singh Chouhan; 
Governor: Anandiben Patel.

Gwalior-Chambal Expressway to be named after Atal Bihari Vajpayee: 
MP CM

      The Gwalior-Chambal Expressway will be named Shri Atal Bihari Vajpayee Chambal Progress-
way, Madhya Pradesh CM Shivraj Singh Chouhan said.
       While paying tribute to former prime minister Atal Bihari Vajpayee on his second death anniv-
ersary, Chouhan said, "Vajpayee continues to inspire us to work for the public" and also recalled a 
few emotional moments with him.

Gwalior-Chambal Expressway to be named after Atal Bihari Vajpayee: 
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      The Gwalior-Chambal Expressway will be named Shri Atal Bihari Vajpayee Chambal Progress-
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Banking and Financial Awareness

PRACTICE CURRENT AFFAIRS MCQ’S

Ques -1) Which Bank has selected Infosys Finacle to digitally transform its transaction banking 
business?

(a) Bank of Japan  � (b) Bank of Canada
(c) National Bank of Bahrain (d) Reserve Bank of Australia

Ques -2) The Asian Development Bank (ADB) has signed a dollar 200 million financing deal with 
which company for the construction of power plant in Bangladesh? 

(a) Tata Power      (b) Adani Power      (c) Reliance Power (d) NTPC Ltd

Ques -3) Which among the following is planning to set up a virtual museum of securities market 
to highlight achievements and milestones in the Indian capital market?

(a) RBI (b) SEBI (c) SIDBI (d) SIDBI

Ques -4) Which bank has entered into a partnership with Bharti AXA General Insurance to offer 
Smart Plan Shop Package Policy??

(a) Airtel Payments Bank (b) India Post Payments Bank
(c) Fino Payments Bank (d) Jio Payments Bank

Ques -5) What will be the fall in global remittance in 2020 as per Asian Development Bank (ADB) 
report?

(a) $100.2 billion (b) $128.5 billion (c) $115.3 billion (d) $108.6 billion

Ques -6) Which among the following has launched the ‘MSME Saksham’ portal, in association 
with TransUnion CIBIL?

(a) RBI (b) SEBI (c) SIDBI (d) EXIM Bank

Ques-7) Bengaluru startup Vernacular.ai in partnership with which bank will launch the AI-pow-
ered multilingual voice bot  ”AXAA”?

(a) Axis Bank (b) ICICI Bank (c) HDFC Bank (d) Yes Bank

Ques -8) The Reserve Bank of India  has enhanced the limit for loans against gold from 75% to 
_________?

(a) 80% (b) 85% (c) 95% (d) 90%

Ques -9) What is the Repo rate decided by Reserve Bank of India (RBI), in its second bi-monthly 
monetary?

(a) 4.25% (b) 3.35% (c) 4.75% (d) 4.00%

Ques -10) Who has been appointed as the new Managing Director and Chief Executive Officer of 
the PNB Housing Finance Ltd?

(a) Partha Pratim Sengupta (b) Shyam Srinivasan
(c) Naveen Tahilyani (d) Hardayal Prasad

AUG 2020bankiq.in
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Ques -11) Which Financial Institution has announced the introduction of an online dispute resolu-
tion (ODR) mechanism for digital payments?

(a) SIDBI (b) RBI (c) SEBI (d) NHB

Ques -12)  The Export-Import bank of India has extended a Line of Credit of USD 250 million to 
which country?

(a) Tanzania (b) Malawi (c) Mozambique (d) Zambia

Ques -13)  Life Insurance Corporation of India (LIC) has acquired _______% of YES Bank via open 
market purchase?

(a) 3.23% (b) 5.46% (c) 7.12% (d) 4.23%

Ques -14) According to the recently released  Consumer Confidence Survey by RBI, current  con-
sumer index dropped to__________in July, 2020 from 63.7 in May?

(a) 45.7 (b) 53.8 (c) 55.6 (d) 60.1

Ques -15) Any entity with a net worth of at least Rs _______ crore is eligible for obtaining the 
liberalised licence to sell petrol and diesel to retail and bulk consumers?

(a) Rs 250 crore (b) Rs 500 crore (c) Rs 300 crore (d) Rs 100 crore

Ques -16) Which among the following organization has released the Business Confidence Index 
(BCI)?

(a) NITI Aayog (b) SIDBI (c) NCAER (d) ICCI

Ques -17) The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has fixed the upper limit of a payment transaction in 
offline mode at Rs _____________?

(a) Rs 1000 (b) Rs 200 (c) Rs 500 (d) Rs 500

Ques -18) Which bank has introduced the KCC (Kisan Credit Card) review option on its digital agri-
culture solution platform?

(a) Punjab National Bank (b) State Bank of India
(c) Bank Of Baroda (d) Canara Bank

Ques -19) Which bank has launched the “Shaurya KGC Card” that will offer agriculture loans for 
military and paramilitary professionals?

(a) Axis Bank (b) Yes Bank (c) HDFC Bank (d) ICICI Bank

Ques -20) Which bank has launched a campaign named ‘DIGITAL APNAYEN’ to encourage cus-
tomers to use digital banking channels?

(a) Punjab National Bank (b) State Bank of India (c) Bank of Baroda (d) Canara Bank

Ques -21) The Core Investment Companies with assets over ______ will have to appoint a chief 
risk officer (CRO) as per the guidelines of RBI?

(a) Rs 2,000 crore (b) Rs 1,000 crore (c) Rs 5,000 crore (d) Rs 4,000 crore

AUG 2020bankiq.in
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Ques -22) RBI has approved the transfer of how much amount as surplus to the Central Govern-
ment for the accounting year 2019-20?

(a) 30,128 crore (b) 60,128 crore (c) 47,128 crore (d) 57,128 crore

Ques -23) Which Payments Bank has launched an Aadhaar Authentication based digital savings 
account Jan BachatKhata?

(a) Airtel Payments Bank (b) India Post Payments Bank
(c) Fino Payments Bank (d) Jio Payments Bank

Ques -24) Which Life Insurance company has announced its bancassurance partnership with SBM 
Bank India?

(a) Bajaj Allianz (b) Edelweiss Tokio ( c) Kotak Mahindra (d) Bharti AXA

Ques -25) Which Bank has launched its 'Green Deposit Programme' for corporate clients?

(a) HSBC India (b) ICICI Bank (c) Yes Bank (d) Axis Bank

Ques -26) Which bank  has decided to completely sell its mutual fund business operations?

(a) Axis Bank (b) Yes Bank (c) Kotak Mahindra (d) Kotak Mahindra

Ques -27) National Strategy for Financial Education 2020-2025 (NSFE) was launched by which 
financial organization?

(a) NABARD (b) SIDBI (c) SEBI (d) RBI

Ques -28) Which Life Insurance company has partnered with Element AI for AI transformation 
journey?

(a) Bharti AXA (b) Bajaj Allianz ( c) Kotak Mahindra (d) Edelweiss Tokio

Ques -29) People’s Bank of China has acquired a very small stake in which private bank of India?

(a) ICICI Bank (b) Bajaj Allianz (c) Kotak Mahindra (d) HDFC ERGO Bank

Ques -30) National Strategy for Financial Education 2020-2025 (NSFE) was launched by which 
financial organization?

(a) NABARD (b) Yes Bank (c) Axis Bank (d) Bandhan Bank

Ques -31) Which bank will contribute 70 % of the total amount in the implementation of Maha-
rashtra Agribusiness Network (MagNet) project?

(a) World Bank (b) Asian Development Bank
(c) New Development Bank (d) Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank

Ques -32) Reliance Power and Japanese utility JERA have signed a loan agreement with banks for 
setting up a new power plant in which country?

(a) India (b) Bangaldesh (c) Japan (d) Japan

AUG 2020bankiq.in
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Appointments and Resignations

Ques-33) Which Bank has announced the launch of a two-month long campaign called ‘Kona 
Kona Umeed’?

(a) Axis Bank (b) ICICI Bank (c) Kotak Mahindra Bank (d) HDFC Bank

Ques-1) Who has taken over as Chief Of Air Force's Western Air Command?

(a) Vivek Ram Chaudhari (b) Rajiv Dayal Mathur (c) Rajesh Kumar (d) Amit Tiwari

Ques -2) Who is going to be the next Managing Director And Chief Executive Officer of HDFC 
Bank?

(a) Amitabh Chaudhry (b) Sandeep Bakhshi (c) Sashidhar Jagdishan      (d) Dilip Shanghvi

Ques-3) Who has been appointed as the new Lieutenant Governor of Jammu and Kashmir?

(a) Manoj Sinha (b) Jagdish Mukhi (c) Draupadi Murmu (d) Bhagat Singh Koshyari

Ques-4) Who has been appointed as the new Comptroller and Auditor General (CAG) of India?

(a) Shashi Kant Sharma      (b) Girish Chandra Murmu (c) Rajiv Mehrishi (d) Vinod Rai

Ques -5) WTF Sports has appointed whom as its   global brand ambassadors?

(a) Rohit Sharma and Mithali Raj (b) Virat Kohli and Smriti Mandhana
(c) Shikhar Dhawan and Shafali Verma (d) Harmanpreet Kaur and Suresh Raina

Ques-6) Who has been appointed as executive Chairman of Capital India Finance?

(a) R Gandhi (b) Harsh Kumar Bhanwala
(c) Ashok Gulati (d) Nagendra Nath Sinha

Ques -7) The government has constituted a committee  under chose chairmanship for determina-
tion of ceiling rates under a scheme for reimbursement of taxes and duties to exporters?

(a) G K Pillai (b) Ajay Bhushan Pandey (c) Suresh Chandra (d) Vinod Rai

Ques-8) Who has been appointed as the new Director-General of the Border Security Force (BSF)?

(a) S S Deswal (b) Rakesh Asthana (c) Rajesh Ranjan (d) Rajni Kant Misra

Ques-9) Satya Pal Malik has been appointed as the new Governor of which state?

(a) Assam (b) Meghalaya (c) Chhattisgarh (d) Uttarakhand

Ques -10) Who has been appointed as the Managing Director (MD) of the State Bank of India (SBI)?

(a) Rana Kapoor (b) Suresh Mathur (c) Sunil Mehta (d) Ashwani Bhatia

Ques -11) Who has been appointed as the CEO of the NPCI International Payments Limited (NIPL)? 

(a) Rina Penkar (b) Ritesh Shukla (c) Anubhav Sharma (d) Dilip Asbe
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Sports

Government Scheme

Ques -12) Great Eastern Shipping Company Ltd has appointed whom as an additional and inde-
pendent director for a term of five years?

(a) Urjit Patel (b) D. Subbarao    (c) Raghuram Rajan (d) R Gandhi

Ques -13) Ministry of Youth Affairs & Sports has constituted a Selection Committee for National 
Sports Awards 2020 under whose Chairmanship?

(a) Raghunandan Swarup (b) Mukundakam Sharma (c) Dipak Misra      (d) Madan Lokur

Ques-14) Hamed Bakayoko has been named as the Prime Minister of which country?

(a) Chile (b) Burkina Faso (c) Mali (d) Ivory Coast

Ques -15) Mohamed Irfaan Ali has become the new President of which country?

(a) Suriname (b) Suriname (c) Chad (d) Guyana

Ques -1) Iker Casillas, who is in the news recently, is associated with which sports?

(a) Golf (b) Basketball (c) Football (d) Badminton

Ques -2) Which sports organization has started the Voluntary Disclosure Scheme for players?

(a) Sports Authority of India (b) Badminton Association of India
(c) BasketBall Federation of India      (d) Board of Control for Cricket in India

Ques -1) What is the name of the Incubator Capabilities Enhancement Program  launched by th 
Atal Innovation Mission (AIM)?

(a) AIM-eCRAFT (b) AIM-iSTAR (c) AIM-iCREST (d) Aim-eSTEM

Ques -2) Union Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman has launched an online dashboard “NIP”. 
What does “N” stands for in NIP?

(a) National (b) Negotiable (c) Negative (d) Net

Ques -3) Union Environment Minister Prakash Javadekar launched National Portal on Human Ele-
phant conflict called__________?

(a) SAMVEDNA (b) MANAVTA (c) MITRATA (d) SURAKHSYA

Ques -4) The government has approved a programme for the benefit of artisans involved in man-
ufacturing of which product under the 'Gramodyog Vikas Yojana‘?

(a) Agarbatti (b) Candles (c) Bamboo Bottles (d) Earthen Pots
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Rank & Reports

Ques -1) Which city has been ranked 16th  among the "Top 20 Most Surveilled Cities globally" 
according to a report published by a UK-based firm?

(a) Hyderabad (b) Bengaluru (c) Delhi (d) Pune

Ques -2) Who has ranked topped in the Forbes’ list of highest paid actors for the year 2020?

(a) Ryan Reynolds (b) Mark Wahlberg (c) Will Smith (d) Dwayne Johnson

Ques -3) What is the rank of India in the Digital Quality of Life Index 2020?

(a) 67th (b) 45th (c) 57th (d) 28th

Ques -4) Which state rank high in the conservation of the endangered dhole in India, according to 
a new study?

(a) Karnataka (b) Maharashtra (c) Madhya Pradesh (d) All of the above

Ques -2) Who has ranked topped in the Forbes’ list of highest paid actors for the year 2020?

Ques -3) What is the rank of India in the Digital Quality of Life Index 2020?

Honours and Awards

Ques -1) Which Malyalam Movie has won the Best film Award at 20th New York Indian Film Festi-
val?

(a) Kappela (b) Moothon (c) Mariyam Vannu (d) Kozhipporu

Ques -2) Who has won the Asian College of Journalism’s award for investigative journalism?

(a) Senthil Changalvarayan (b) Vidya Subrahmaniam
(c) Nitin Sethi (d) Jose Martin Johnson

Ques -3) Which short film whas on the first prize in the Online Patriotic Short Film Contest orga-
nized by the Ministry Of Information and Broadcasting?

(a) Ab India Banega Bharat (b) 10 Rupees (c) AM I (d) I Am Indian

Ques -4) Who has won the Prem Bhatia Award for political reporting for his work on issues related 
to the Covid-19 pandemic?

(a) Barkha Dutt (b) Dipankar Ghose (c) Nidhi Razdan (d) Rohit Sardana

�����
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Ques -1) SABIC's polycarbonate facility in which country is set to become the world's first large 
scale chemical production plant which will run entirely on renewable power?

(a) Germany (b) Saudi Arabia (c) Spain (d) Mexico

Ques -2) Craft Silicon has announced a strategic tie-up with which payment solutions provider in 
India for digital loan repayment?

(a) InstaMojo (b) PayTM (c) CCAvenue (d) PayU

Ques -3) The Ministry f Housing And Urban has additionally selected which two cities to devel-
oped them as smart cities?

(a) Leh & Jammu (b) Leh & Kargil (c) Kargil & Srinagar     (d) Gulmarg & Kargil

Ques -4) Which has become the first Central Armed Police Force (CAPF) to receive supplies from 
the Khadi & Village Industries Commission?

(a) Central Reserve Police Force (CRPF) (b) Central Reserve Police Force (CRPF)
(c) Sashastra Seema Bal (SSB) (d) Border Security Force (BSF)

Ques -5) Which is going to become the first state in India, to have three capitals?

(a) Tamil Nadu (b) Andhra Pradesh (c) Kerala (d) Odisha

Ques -6) Barakah nuclear power plant, which is in news recently, is located in which country?

(a) Saudi Arabia (b) UAE (c) Israel (d) Iran

Ques -7) Road, Transport and Highways Minister Nitin Gadkari has inaugurated the upstream car-
riageway of Mahatma Gandhi bridge built over which river in Bihar?

(a) Ganga (b) Koshi (c) Ghaghara (d) Bagmati

Ques -8) Which state celebrates Aadi Perukku Festival?

(a) Kerala (b) Andhra Pradesh (c) Tamil Nadu (d) Odisha

ues -9) Name the two US astronats who were sent to the International Space Station two months 
ago return to the planet Earth safely following a 21-hour overnight journey?

(a) Bob Behnken and Doug Hurley (b) Daniel Thomas and Boris Morukov
(c) Marcos Pontes and Jerry Ross (d) Daniel Tani and Roberto Vittori

Ques -10) Who is the Chairman of the High Level Group (HLEG) on Agricultural Exports set up by 
the Fifteenth Finance Commission?

(a) Radha Singh (b) Sanjay Sacheti (c) Jai Shroff (d) Sanjiv Puri

Ques -11) Which will be a single-window nodal agency for enabling and regulating space activities 
and the use of Isro facilities by the private sector?

(a) IN-SPACe (b) Team Indus (c) Dhruva Space (d) Kawa Space

Miscellaneous
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Ques -12) Bharat Air Fibre Services is an initiative of which telecom company?  

(a) Vodafone Idea (b) Jio (c) Airtel (d) BSNL

Ques -13) Who has developed a file-sharing app 'Dodo Drop' which would enable users to share 
audios, videos, images, and texts between two devices without Internet access?

(a) Ashfaq Mehmood Choudhary (b) Prashant Iyengar
(c) Dinesh Advani (d) Rajat Jain

Ques -14) The South Western Railway has commissioned the Lachyan-Hotgi section of the bridge. 
The bridge is built on which river?

(a) Kali (b) Bhima (c) Godavari (d) Mithi

Ques -15) Kushak Bakula Rinpoche Airport, which is in the news recently, is located at which 
place?

(a) Dispur (b) Imphal (c) Leh (d) Shillong

Ques -16) India has contributed how much amount to the India-UN Development Partnership 
Fund?  

(a) $12.56 million (b) $15.46 million (c) $20.32 million (d) $17.89 million

Ques -17) August 7 was chosen as the National Handloom Day to commemorate the Swadeshi 
Movement which took place in which year?

(a) 1906 (b) 1905 (c) Trishna Arora (d) 1901

Ques -18) ) India has extended Line of Credit worth 18 million US dollars to the Government of 
which country for the expansion of fishing facilities?

(a) Maldives (b) Laos (c) Vietnam (d) Cambodia

Ques -19) Which company has signed a multi-year Strategic Collaboration Agreement (SCA) with 
Amazon Web Services (AWS)?

(a) Infosys (b) Wipro (c) Jio Platforms (d) Bharti Airtel

Ques -20) An unarmed Minuteman III intercontinental ballistic missile was launched by which 
country?

(a) Russia (b) United States (c) Israel (d) Japan

Ques -21) Indian Railways has launched which app for real-time monitoring of trains?

(a) OHE Inspection (b) OHE Monitor (c) OHE Tracking (d) OHE Riding

Ques -22) Pokkali is a variety of which crop?

(a) Wheat (b) Maize (c) Rice (d) Sorghum
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Ques -23) What is the theme of the International Youth Day 2020?

(a) Youth Engagement for Global Action (b) Transforming education ़़
(c) Safe Spaces for Youth (d) Youth Building Peace

Ques -24) The Electric Vehicle Policy, launched by Delhi government, will provide an incentive of 
up to ₹________ lakh for new cars?

(a) ₹1.5 lakh (b) ₹2.5 lakh (c) ₹2.0 lakh (d) ₹1.0 lakh

Ques -25) Indian Railways has developed a Malgudi museum at which of the following stations?

(a) Delang railway station (b) Sakhigopal railway station
(c) Arasalu Railway Station (d) Pantihal railway station

Ques -26) Which of the following products of Goa has received the Geographical Indication (GI) 
tag?

(a) Khaje (b) Harmal Chilli (c) Moira Banana (d) All of the above

Ques -27) Who among the following has won the 70th Anniversary Grand Prix?

(a) Valtteri Bottas (b) Charles Leclerc (c) Lewis Hamilton (d) Max Verstappen

Ques -28) AVolcano Mount Sinabung, which was recently erupted, is located in which country?

(a) Vietnam (b) Indonesia (c) Laos (d) Cambodia

Ques -29) ) India has asked Sri Lanka to send its first international flight to the newly upgraded 
Kushinagar airport located in which state?

(a) Gujarat (b) Gujarat (c) Uttar Pradesh (d) Jharkhand

Ques -30) Which state is planning to build India’s first electric vehicle park?

(a) Andhra Pradesh (b) Odisha (c) Tamil Nadu (d) Gujarat

Ques -31) eBikeGO has appointed whom as its Brand Ambassador?

(a) Virat Kohli (b) Rohit Sharma (c) Suresh Raina (d) Harbhajan Singh

Ques -32) The Indian Railways is constructing the world's tallest pier bridge across which river in 
Manipur?

(a) Ijai (b) Barak (c) Teesta (d) Sonai

Ques -33) The 74th ‘Naga Independence Day’ was celebrated in Nagaland and parts of Manipur 
on which date?

(a) August 14 (b) August 15 (c) August 16 (d) August 17
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Ques -34) The Securities and Exchange Board of India (Sebi) has appointed whom as executive 
director (ED)?

(a) VK Verma (b) GP Garg (c) SN Sharmat (d) BN Sahu

Ques -35)Which state has signed an MoU with Reliance Retail and Allana Group to help members 
of women self-help groups market their products?

(a) Karnataka (b) Andhra Pradesh (c) Madhya Pradesh (d) Odisha

Ques -36) Nuakhai Juhar is a festival celebrated in which state?

(a) Odisha (b) Andhra Pradesh (c) Karnataka (d) Rajasthan

Ques -37)  Which IT company has developed an artificial intelligence-enabled UaaS or upskill-
ing-as-a-service platform?

(a) Infosys (b) Wipro (c) Microsoft (d) Tech Mahindra
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● Infosys said that National Bank of Bahrain (NBB) has selected Infosys Finacle to digitally transform its trans-
action banking business.
● The announcement was made after market hours yesterday, 3 August 2020
● NBB will implement the Finacle Liquidity Management Platform, and upgrade the existing Finacle Corpo-
rate Online Banking platform and make it a full-fledged Digital Engagement Suite –  equipped with the Fina-
cle Digital Engagement Hub and Mobile Banking solutions, along with the latest versions of the Finacle
Corporate Online
● The National Bank of Bahrain in 1957 was established as the first indigenous bank in Bahrain. They are a

nationwide network of 25 branches, 61 ATMs, and over 4,000 points of sale terminals in addition to their
branches in Abu Dhabi and Riyadh.

mcq’s solution
BANKING & FINANCIAL AWARENESS

Ans-1 (C) 

National Bank of Bahrain selects Infosys Finacle

● The Asian Development Bank (ADB) has signed a dollar 200 million financing deal with the Reliance Bang-
ladesh LNG and Power Limited (RBLPL) to build and operate a 718 megawatt combined-cycle gas-fired
power plant in Bangladesh.
● A combined-cycle power plant is a relatively more efficient way of producing electricity. It uses both a gas

and a steam turbine together to produce up to 50 percent more electricity from the same fuel than a tradi-
tional simple-cycle plant.
● The financing deal has two components of dollar 100 million each. While ADB will provide dollar 100 million,
it will also administer the other part worth dollar 100 million from the Leading Asia’s Private Infrastructure
Fund (LEAP).
● LEAP was set up in 2016 with a dollar 1.5 billion capital commitment for the Japan International Cooperation
Agency (JICA).
● The plant is proposed to be located on land allotted by Bangladesh Power Development Board (BPDB), in

Meghnaghat, Narayanganj District near Dhaka.

Ans-2 (C) 

ADB signs Dollar 200 million financing deal with Reliance for power plant in Bangladesh

● Regulator Sebi is planning to set up a virtual museum of securities market to highlight achievements
and milestones in the Indian capital market.
● In a notice, Sebi has invited Expression of Interest (EoI) from agencies to develop the virtual museum.
The museum is intended to be a visual online organised collection of history of evolution, achievements and
milestones in the Indian securities market over the decades in terms of market infrastructure, regulation
and enforcement, among others,
● The achievements will be told through photos, videos, articles, media clippings, interactive display like

quiz, paintings, drawings, diagrams, graphs, newspaper articles, transcripts of interviews and numerical
databases, among others.

Ans-3 (B) 

HSBC to set up IFSC Banking Unit at GIFT city in Gandhinagar

● Airtel Payments Bank on Thursday announced that it will offer ‘shop insurance’ for its retailers and mer-
chants in partnership with Bharti AXA General Insurance.

Ans-4 (A) 

Airtel Payments Bank partnered with Bharti AXA General Insurance to offer “Smart Plan Shop 
Package Policy”
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● The ‘Smart Plan Shop Package’ policy provides financial protection in case of damage to assets inside the
shop due to fire and allied perils and burglary among others as covered in the product, said a joint state-
ment.
● In the event of an accident leading to permanent disability, partial disability, or loss of life, this ensures
financial protection for the family.
● The sum that can be insured would be flexible, starting from Rs 2 lakh up to a maximum of Rs 25 lakh.

● As the world goes through an unprecedented recession amid the pandemic, global remittances may fall
by $108.6 billion in 2020 if the economic impact of Covid-19 persists throughout the year, says a report by the
Asian Development Bank (ADB).
● This is equivalent to an 18.3 per cent decline from what would have been expected without the impact of

Covid-19.
● Remittance receipts in Asia and the Pacific would fall by $54.3 billion, equivalent to 19.8 per cent of remit-

tances in 2018.
● Remittances in South Asia are expected to fall the most, by $28.6 billion, 24.7 per cent of 2018 receipts,

followed by remittances to Central Asia ($3.4 billion), Southeast Asia ($11.7 billion).

Ans-5 (D)  

Global remittances may lose $108.6 bn in 2020; South Asia to suffer most

● The Small Industries Development Bank of India (SIDBI) has launched one-stop knowledge portal named
as “MSMESaksham” in association with TransUnion CIBIL. The platform has been launched for micro, small
and medium enterprises (MSMEs).
● MSMESaksham is a comprehensive financial education and knowledge platform for MSMEs and will
support them in managing their credit obligations.
● MSMESaksham will provide MSMEs quick access to finance and empower them by making them finan-

cially aware and loan-ready so that timely and affordable financial support is realised. It will also guide them
across their credit life cycle.
● It will also comprise a consolidated list of all the schemes launched by the Centre and state governments

for MSMEs.

Ans-6 (B) 

SIDBI & TransUnion CIBIL launches portal “MSMESaksham”Governors Meeting

● Bengaluru startup Vernacular.ai, an AI-based SaaS voice automation platform, announced its partnership
with Axis Bank, one of the leading banks in the country, to optimise voice AI solutions and help automate
customer interactions through intelligent human-like dialogue.
● Axis Bank's "AXAA" uses Vernacular.ai's next generation multilingual voice AI platform built on top of
VASR (Vernacular Automated Speech Recognition). VASR is a high-end STT (Speech-to-Text) technology
that enables enterprises to convert audio to text by applying powerful neural network models in an
easy-to-use API.

Ans-7 (A) 

Vernacular.ai partners with Axis Bank to launch AXAA - An AI-powered multilingual voice bot to r
esolve customer queries

● The Reserve Bank of India on Thursday added additional shine to gold ornaments and jewellery by
allowing banks to give loans up to 90 per cent of the value of such items pledged by borrowers.
● At present, loans sanctioned by banks against pledge of gold ornaments and jewellery is up to 75 per
cent of the value of such items.
● The additional loan against jewellery is expected to mitigate the economic impact of the Covid-19 pan-

demic on households, entrepreneurs and small businesses and help them tide over their temporary liquidi-
ty mismatches.

Ans-8 (D) 

RBI adds glitter to gold, allows 90% loans against jewellery till Mar 2021
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● The Reserve Bank of India (RBI), in its second bi-monthly monetary meet of FY 2020-21 held on August 6,
has decided to keep the key policy rates unchanged with accommodative stance.
● Post the announcement, the repo rate and reserve repo rate remain at 4.00 per cent and 3.35 per cent,
respectively
● Marginal Standing Facility (MSF) rate and the Bank rate remain unchanged at 4.25 per cent.

reverse repo rate stands unchanged at 3.35 per cent
● The RBI Governor said the headline CPI inflation, which was at 5.8 per cent in March 2020, was placed at

6.1 per cent in the provisional estimates for June 2020.

Ans-9 (D) 

RBI's monetary policy committee decides to unanimously leave policy repo rate unchanged at 4%

● PNB Housing Finance Ltd. has appointed Hardayal Prasad as the new Managing Director and Chief
Executive Officer of the company.
● The former SBI Card head, Hardayal Prasad will assume charge on August 10.
● Currently, the housing finance company is headed by its interim Chief Neeraj Vyas

Ans-10 (D)  

Former SBI Card head Hardayal Prasad appointed new MD& CEO of PNB Housing Finance

● The Reserve Bank of India has announced the introduction of an Online Dispute Resolution (ODR)
system for resolving customer disputes and grievances pertaining to digital payments.
● This ODR shall be a system-driven and rule-based mechanism with zero or minimal manual intervention.
● RBI has asked the Payment System Operators (PSOs) – banks and non-banks to implement an ODR
system for disputes and grievances related to failed transactions in their respective payment systems by
January 1, 2021.
● Subsequently, the ODR arrangement would be extended to cover disputes and grievances other than

those related to failed transactions.

Ans-11 (B) 

RBI to introduce online dispute resolution mechanism for digital payments

● Export-Import Bank of India (Exim Bank) on Friday said it has extended a USD 250-million (about Rs 1,870
crore) line of credit (LOC) to Mozambique for improving power supply quality in the country.
● With the signing of this LOC agreement, Exim Bank till date has extended 14 LOCs to Mozambique,

taking their total value to USD 772.44 million.
● Exim Bank has now in place 264 LOCs, covering 62 countries across regions including Africa, Asia, and

Latin America, with credit commitments of around USD 25.98 billion, available for financing exports from
India.

Ans-12 (C) 

Exim Bank extends USD 250 mn line of credit to Mozambique for improving power supply quality

● Yes Bank jumped 4.91% to Rs 12.82 after Life Insurance Corporation of India (LIC) increased its stake in the
bank to 4.989% from 0.759% earlier.
● In a regulatory filing made after trading hours on Tuesday, Yes Bank said that LIC acquired 105.98 crore

shares of the bank (equivalent to 4.23% stake) via open market purchase. Consequently, LIC's stake in the
bank has risen to 4.989% from 0.759% earlier.

Ans-13 (D) 

Yes Bank advances after LIC hikes stake
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● India’s consumer confidence hit an all-time low owing to bleak economic scenario amid the disruption
caused by the coronavirus pandemic.
● Consumer Confidence Index (CCI) for the current fiscal year came in at a measly 53.8 points in a Reserve

Bank of India (RBI) survey, but jumped to 105.4 points for a year ahead.
● The current situation index dropped to 53.8 in July from 63.7 in May
● The survey was based on responses from 5,342 households across 13 major cities.
● According to the RBI, the survey was conducted through telephonic interviews during July 1-12, 2020 in

thirteen major cities.
● Key findings of the survey
● The consumers were pessimistic about prevailing economic situation, own income and employment

scenario.
● The inflation expectation of households has increased by 60 basis points in July 2020 as compared to May

2020
● The median inflation expectation rose to 9.9%.
● The Business Assessment Index fell sharply to all-time low of 55.3 in the first quarter from 102.2 in the previ-
ous quarter.
● The business expectations index contracted to 99.5 for the second quarter.

Ans-14 (B) 

Consumer confidence falls to a record low: RBI Survey

● The government on Tuesday said any entity with a net worth of at least Rs 500 crore is eligible for obtain-
ing the liberalised licence to sell petrol and diesel to retail and bulk consumers.
● Clarifying on the November 2019 liberalised fuel licensing regime, the Ministry of Petroleum and Natural
Gas said any entity with a net worth of Rs 250 crore can get a licence to retail petrol and diesel to either bulk
or retail consumers.
● For those seeking authorisation for both retail and bulk should have a minimum net worth of Rs 500

crore at the time of application, it said in a statement.
● Last year, the government had relaxed norms for retailing of auto fuels, allowing non-oil companies to

venture into the business a move that could help private and foreign firms to enter the world’s fastest-grow-
ing market.
● Prior to that, a company had to invest Rs 2,000 crore in either hydrocarbon exploration and production,

refining, pipelines or liquefied natural gas (LNG) terminals to obtain a fuel retailing licence in India.

Ans-15 (B) 

Minimum Rs 500 Crore Net Worth Must For Licence To Sell Petrol, Diesel To Retail, Bulk Users

● (National Council of Applied Economic Research) NCAER's Business Confidence Index (BCI), an indicator
of the business sentiment across the Indian industry, stood at 46.4 in the first quarter of 2020-21, a drop of
40.1 per cent from its level of 77.4 in the previous quarter.
● It fell 62 per cent in the June 2020 quarter on a year-on-year (y-o-y) basis, according to a survey by the
National Council of Applied Economic Research (NCAER).
● The index recorded in the first quarter of this fiscal is the lowest index since 1991.
● This is the lowest that the BCI has ever fallen in the history of 113 Rounds of the NCAER Business Expecta-
tions Survey (BES)," the think-tank said on Friday.
● The decline of 40.1 per cent in the BCI came on the back of a 30.4 per cent quarter-on-quarter decline in

the BCI in April 2020.

Ans-16 (C) 

Business Confidence Index falls 40% in June quarter: NCAER survey
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● The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has fixed the upper limit of a payment transaction in offline mode at Rs
200 and total limit for such transactions on an instrument at Rs 2,000 at any point of time for the pilot
scheme.
● The RBI move to allow a pilot scheme for offline digital payment is expected to boost digital transactions
in the hinterlands and villages where internet connectivity is not yet stable and allow merchants and end
consumers to conduct such transactions seamlessly even in the absence of internet connectivity, industry
experts said while welcoming the RBI move.
● Under the pilot scheme, payment system operators – banks and non-banks – may offer digital payments

offline, i.e., payments that do not require internet connectivity to take effect. The payment solutions provid-
ed to users will be subject to the condition that payments could be made using cards, wallets or mobile
devices or through any other channel.

Ans-17 (B) 

Pilot scheme: RBI sets Rs 200 limit for offline transaction

● Shares of Indiabulls Group stocks were trading in the positive territory on the BSE on Thursday, a day
after the company informed that Subhash Sheoratan Mundra, former deputy governor of Reserve Bank of
India (RBI), and an independent director on the board, will be non-executive chairman of Indiabulls Housing
Finance (IBHFL).
● The announcement came after Sameer Gehlaut stepped down as executive chairman of Indiabulls
Housing Finance with immediate effect

Ans-18 (B) 

Indiabulls Group stks up as SS Mundra to be non-executive chairman of IBHFL

● HDFC Bank Ltd. on Friday announced the introduction of ‘Shaurya KGC Card’, a loan product for the
armed forces personnel.
● Targeted at 45 Indian armed and paramilitary forces, this product comes with unique features and eligi-

bility criteria specially crafted for the people who are posted far away from their homes.
● The product is based on the Kisan Credit Card guidelines by the government, it added. Through this

scheme, agriculture loans will be given to the personnel based on their land holdings and requirements.
The product comes with life cover of ₹ 10 lakh as against ₹ 2 lakh for an average card.
● It has simple and easy documentation process that doesn’t require the personnel’s physical presence to

accommodate nature of his job and his availability.
● The Shaurya KGC Card will provide armed forces personnel with finance for agricultural requirements like

production of crop, post-harvest maintenance and consumption needs.

Ans-19 (C) 

HDFC Bank launches “Shaurya KGC Card” for agriculture loans for military and paramilitary 
professionals

● State-owned Punjab National Bank on Saturday launched a campaign to encourage customers to use
digital banking channels.
● Under the campaign ‘DIGITAL APNAYEN’, the bank will contribute Rs 5 towards the PM CARES Fund on
behalf of each customer conducting the first financial transaction to activate their RuPay Debit card either
on point of sale (PoS) or e-commerce platform.
● It envisages to encourage customers to use digital channels and participate in the noble cause of donat-

ing to the PM CARES Fund for COVID-19 by PNB.

Ans-20 (A)  

PNB launches campaign to promote digital banking
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● The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) on Thursday released a revised set of guidelines for core investment
companies (CICs), tightening corporate governance and disclosure norms for these entities. The report of
the working group on CICs was released in November 2019.
● A CIC is a non-banking financial company (NBFC), which carries on the business of acquisition of shares
and securities and holds not less than 90% of its net assets in the form of investment in equity shares,
preference shares, bonds, debentures, debt or loans in group companies.
● Its investments in equity shares in group companies constitute a minimum of 60% of its net assets.
● The group headed by former corporate affairs secretary Tapan Ray had identified six major issues with
the CIC ecosystem
● The parent CIC in the group or the CIC with the largest asset size shall constitute a group risk manage-

ment committee(GRMC).
● The GRMC shall report to the board of the CIC that constitutes it and shall meet at least once in a quarter.
● The GRMC shall consist of a minimum of five members, including executive members.
● At least two members shall be independent directors, one of whom shall be the chairperson of the
GRMC. Members will be required to have adequate and commensurate experience in risk management
practices.
● All CICs with asset size of more than Rs 5,000 crore shall appoint a chief risk officer (CRO) with clearly

specified roles and responsibilities.

Ans-21 (C)  

RBI tightens corporate governance norms for core investment firms

● Reserve Bank of India on Friday approved dividend of ₹57,128 crore to government.
● The decision was taken when the Central Board of the RBI met on Friday under the chairmanship of
Governor Shaktikanta Das through video conference.
● The Board decided to maintain the Contingency Risk Buffer at 5.5%.
● The Board also approved the transfer of ₹57,128 crore as surplus to the Central Government for the
accounting year 2019-20, while deciding to maintain the Contingency Risk Buffer at 5.5%.
● Last year the RBI’s board approved a record payment of ₹1.76 trillion to the government, which included

₹1.23 trillion as dividend and ₹52,640 crore from its surplus capital.
● The dividend from the central bank will come at a time when the central government's finances are

under severe strain. The government's fiscal deficit as on June 30 touched 83.2% of the full year Budget
target of ₹7.96 trillion rupees, primarily on account of a sharp fall in revenues due to the nationwide lock-
down, imposed to curb the spread of Covid-19.

Ans-22 (D) 

RBI approves dividend of 57,128 crore to govt

● Fino Payments Bank has announced the introduction of Jan BachatKhata, an Aadhaar Authentica-
tion-based digital savings account for its customers.
● The primary segment would be low income household families and beneficiaries of government’s direct

benefit transfer (DBT).
● For the millions of people who are not comfortable using debit card and PIN, Jan BachatKhatawith

Aadhaar authentication provides new age digital banking experience

Ans-23 (C) 

Fino Payments Bank unveils digital savings account

● Bharti AXA Life Insurance on Tuesday announced its bancassurance partnership with SBM Bank India.
● Under this agreement, the insurer will offer its life insurance products, including protection, health,

savings and investment plans, to customers of SBM Private Wealth, the retail banking arm of SBM Bank
India, a release said.

Ans-24 (D) 

Bharti AXA Life partners with SBM Bank India for insurance distribution
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● HSBC India on Thursday launched its 'Green Deposit Programme' for corporate clients.
● Under this new initiative bank will finance green initiatives such as renewable energy, clean transporta-

tion, pollution prevention and control, green building, sustainable water, waste water management and
others, providing a simple way for companies to support environmentally-beneficial projects.
● The 'Green Deposit' is available in INR as 'Term Deposit'. "This innovative and unique fixed tenure deposit

will go towards financing eligible businesses and projects that promote the transition to a low-carbon,
climate resilient and sustainable economy," the bank said in a statement.
● The bank will provide will provide customers with a quarterly report containing portfolio-level information

regarding the use of the deposited funds. "As a product, 'Green Deposit' offers stable principal, pre-agreed
return and similar levels of principal protection as a bank deposit,"

Ans-25 (A) 

HSBC India launches 'Green Deposit Programme' to finance eco-friendly projects

● Mumbai headquartered Yes Bank declared its intention to cease its mutual fund business operations by
selling out all its holdings in asset management and trustee subsidiaries.
● Wholly owned subsidiaries of YES Bank Limited are YES AMC (Yes Asset Management) is the asset man-

agement company of YES Mutual Fund and YTL (Yes Trustee Ltd) is the trustee of YES Mutual Fund.
What is a Mutual Fund?
● A mutual fund is a professionally managed investment fund that gathers money from many investors

either retail or institutional for purchasing securities.
● The Mutual Fund was introduced in India in 1963 with the establishment of the Unit Trust of India (UTI) by

the Government of India. It enjoyed a monopolistic business until 1987 in the Indian mutual fund market.

Ans-26 (B) 

YES Bank to completely sell its mutual fund business operations

● The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) on Thursday came out with a '5-Core Actions' approach for promoting
financial education, which among other things include development of relevant content for school children
and adults, community participation and collaboration among various stakeholders. The 'National Strategy
for Financial Education 2020-2025' (NSFE), released by the RBI, has suggested a multi-stakeholder-led
approach for creating a financially aware and empowered India.
● The five Cs, outlined by the strategy paper, are: Content, Capacity, Community, Communication and

Collaboration.
● Strengthening financial inclusion in the country has been one of the important developmental agendas

of both the Government of India and the four financial sector regulators (RBI, SEBI, IRDAI and PFRDA).
● To achieve the vision of creating a financially aware and empowered India, NSFE has laid down strategic

objectives, like inculcate financial literacy concepts among the various sections of the population through
financial education to make it an important life skill, and encourage active savings behaviour.

Ans-27 (D) 

Reserve Bank of India suggests a five-point action plan to promote financial education

● Edelweiss Tokio Life Insurance has partnered with Element AI, a global developer of artificial intelli-
gence-powered (AI) solutions and products, to develop a strategic AI roadmap for the new-age insurer and
prioritise investments.
● The Element AI Advisory and Enablement team will work closely with Edelweiss Tokio Life to create an

actionable roadmap for strategic AI deployment for the company, which will ultimately support a detailed
AI transformation plan.
● This work will utilize unique learnings and insights from Element AI to establish technical feasibility and

identify AI use cases

Ans-28 (D) 

Edelweiss Tokio Life partners with Element AI for AI transformation journey
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● Private-sector general insurers ICICI Lombard and Bharti AXA general insurance have signed definitive
agreements to combine their business.
● The latter’s business is to be demerged into the former’s through a scheme of arrangement under which

the shareholders of Bharti AXA would receive two shares of Lombard for every 115 shares held by them.
● Bharti AXA is a joint venture in which Bharti Enterprises currently owns a 51 per cent stake and

France-based AXA owns the rest. So far in FY21, Bharti Axa has collected gross premiums to the tune of Rs
810.85 crore — 5.17 per cent lower than the Rs 855.10 crore collected in the same period last year. Currently, it
has a market share of 1.44 per cent.
Who are non-insurance companies?
● Non-life insurance companies are associated with providing insurance other than Life insurance. Such

kinds of insurance include automobile insurance, health insurance, travel insurance, home insurance, theft
insurance, etc. On the basis of the loss from a particular incident, it provides payments.

Ans-29 (A) 

Bharti AXA, ICICI Lombard ink definitive pact to merge non-life businesses

● After picking up a stake in housing finance major HDFC, the Chinese central bank People’s Bank of China
has acquired a very small stake in ICICI Bank through the recently closed Rs 15,000 crore share sale by the
country’s second largest private sector lender.
● The People’s Bank of China was among 357 institutional investors which included domestic mutual funds,

insurance firms and global institutions that subscribed to the issue, sources said.
A ● ccording to sources, the Chinese central bank has picked up shares worth Rs 15 crore in Rs 15,000 crore
qualified institutional placement (QIP) issue. At current market capitalisation, the stake of People’s Bank of
China in ICICI Bank is about 0.0065 per cent. The ICICI Bank spokesperson was not available for comment
immediately.

Ans-30 (A) 

People's Bank of China picks up stake in ICICI Bank via QIP issue

● The state government on Wednesday gave its nod for the ambitious Maharashtra Agribusiness Network
(MagNet) project, which will see the state government collaborating with the Asian Development Bank.
● The Rs 1,000-crore project, which is aimed mainly at fruit and vegetable producers, aims to improve

processing and minimise the losses in the sector of perishables.
● Lack of proper handling and storage sees wastage of nearly 30-35 per cent of the fruits and vegetables

produced in the state
● The project will be implemented in all the districts of the state and sanction has been given to implement

it in the next six years.The project amount is estimated to be $142.9 million, of which 70 per cent funds will
be given by the Asian Development Bank in the form of a loan, and the rest 30 per cent funds will come
from the state government as own contribution.

Ans-31 (B) 

Maharashtra: State govt gives nod for Rs 1,000-crore MagNet project

● Reliance Power said on Friday that it has signed a loan agreement, along with Japanese utility JERA, for
$642 million with a group of lenders for their 745 megawatt gas-based project in Bangladesh.
● In September, Reliance Power inducted JERA as a partner for the 750 mw-gas based combined cycle

power project it is setting up in Bangladesh as a part of its understanding with the country in 2015 to set up
a total of 3,000 mw.
● This project, a natural gas combined-cycle power plant, located approximately 40 km southeast of Dhaka

will generate electricity to be to the Bangladesh Power Development Board for 22 years from the start of
commercial operation. Reliance Power hold 51% stake while JERA will hold 49% stake in the joint venture
company.

Ans-32 (B) 

Reliance Power, JERA ink loan agreement with banks for new power plant in Bangladesh
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● In 2018-19, Reliance Power had to undertake an impairment on its gas-based Samalkot unit after it went
defunct due to lack of gas to run it. The company decided to move the equipment from the unit to Bangla-
desh in an attempt to monetize the unit.

● The private sector lender, Kotak Mahindra Bank, has announced the launch of a two-month long cam-
paign called ‘Kona Kona Umeed’ with huge offers and discounts to lift up hope and optimism among its
customers in the midst of the Coronavirus pandemic .
● Under this Kona Kona Umeed campaign, the bank will provide a range of offers and deals on its products

including loans, savings accounts, current accounts, corporate salary accounts as well as Kotak debit cards,
credit cards and digital payments.
● Kotak has tied up with over 100 brands to provide exclusive deals to its customers in categories such as

shopping, essentials, personal care, education, fitness, health & wellness, kids & parenting, entertainment,
cyber care & security, among others.

Ans-33 (C) 

Kotak Mahindra Bank launches ‘Kona Kona Umeed’ Campaign
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● Former Jammu and Kashmir Lt Governor, Girish Chandra Murmu has been appointed as the new Comp-
troller and Auditor General (CAG) of India. He is the 14th CAG of India. He will assume office on 8 August
2020.
● He will replace Rajiv Mehrishi, a 1978 batch IAS officer of the Rajasthan cadre, as the CAG.

Ans-4 (B) 

GC Murmu, Former J-K Lt Governor, Appointed New Comptroller And Auditor General

● A sports gaming platform, WTF Sports has appointed cricketers Harmanpreet Kaur and Suresh Raina as
its global brand ambassadors.
● Raina is also joining the brand as a Strategic Partner. The announcement was made through a web

conference.
● The app currently hosts three major sports, multiple playing modes and exciting contests, ensuring that

sports fans can get more skilful by letting them strategize and use their sports knowledge into rewarding
behaviour. Users can create their own team made up of real-life players from upcoming matches, score
points based on their on-field performance and compete with other fans. The app lets you manage your
own team, mentor them and invite your friends to join in.

Ans-5 (D) 

WTF Sports appoints Suresh Raina, Harmanpreet Kaur as brand ambassadors

● Air Marshal Vivek Ram Chaudhari on Saturday took charge as commander-in-chief of the Indian Air
Force's Western Air Command (WAC) which looks after the security of the country's air space in the sensitive
Ladakh sector as well as various other parts of north India.
● He succeeded Air Marshal B Suresh who retired from service.

Ans-1 (A) 

Air Marshal VR Chaudhari Takes Over As Chief Of Air Force's Western Air Command

● Meet Sashidhar Jagdishan, the banker who succeeds Aditya Puri at HDFC Bank
HDFC Bank has received approval for Sashidhar Jagdishan to become the next chief of India’s largest
private-sector lender.
● The Reserve Bank of India has given the nod for Jagdishan to replace Aditya Puri as managing director

and chief executive officer when he steps down in October, the bank said in a regulatory filing.
● Kaizad Bharucha, head of HDFC's wholesale banking division, and Sunil Garg, of Citibank, were among

the other candidates in race for the post.

Ans-2 (C) 

Meet Sashidhar Jagdishan, the banker who succeeds Aditya Puri at HDFC Bank

● President Ram Nath Kovind has appointed former Union minister Manoj Sinha as the next Lieutenant
Governor of Jammu and Kashmir.
● He will replace Girish Chandra Murmu who resigned. Murmu’s resignation has been accepted by the

President.
● Sinha has represented the parliamentary constituency of Ghazipur in eastern Uttar Pradesh thrice in the

Lok Sabha. Sinha has also served as junior railways minister.

Ans-3 (A) 

Manoj Sinha appointed as new LG of Jammu and Kashmir
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● Financial services platform Capital India Finance Ltd on Wednesday announced the appointment of
former head of NABARD, Harsh Kumar Bhanwala, as Executive Chairman.
● Prior to joining Capital India, Bhanwala was chairman of National Bank for Agriculture and Rural Develop-

ment (NABARD) for over six years and demitted the office on May 26, 2020.
● Capital India Finance, promoter SK Narvar said Bhanwala''s long experience will add greater value to the

Capital India Group.
● Capital India Finance Limited (CIFL) is an integrated financial services platform and provides customised

financial solutions to Indian Corporates for their growth and working capital requirements among others.

Ans-6 (B) 

Capital India Finance appoints ex-NABARD chief Harsh Bhanwala as executive chairman

● The government has constituted a three-member committee for determination of ceiling rates under a
scheme for reimbursement of taxes and duties to exporters.
● The reimbursement of taxes under the Remission of Duties and Taxes on Export Products (RoDTEP) such

as duty on power charges, VAT on fuel in transportation, farm sector, captive power generation, mandi tax,
stamp duty and central excise duty on fuel used in transportation would make Indian products competitive
in global markets.
● It was decided that the sectors and products under the RoDTEP scheme would be notified in a phased

manner and the MEIS (Merchandise Export from India Scheme) benefit for those sectors and items will be
withdrawn.
● According to an order of the Central Board of Indirect Taxes and Customs (CBIC), the committee would be

chaired by Secretary (retd) G K Pillai. The other two members are Y G Parande (retd CBIC member) and
Gautam Ray (retd chief commissioner of custom and central excise).
The committee will submit its main report to the government within three months from identification and
prioritisation of sectors/items by the government

Ans-7 (A) 

Panel set up to fix ceiling rates under duty reimbursement scheme for exporters

● Government of India has appointed Rakesh Asthana as the new director-general of the Border Security
Force (BSF).
● Currently, DG Indo-Tibet Border Police (ITBP) chief S S Deswal was holding the additional charge of BSF

since March this year.
● Asthana is currently heading the Bureau of Civil Aviation Security (BCAS) with an additional charge of

Narcotics Control Bureau (NCB), will assume full-time charge of the border guarding force deployed at the
approximately 2,280 km long border with Pakistan.

Ans-8 (B) 

Rakesh Asthana becomes new DG of BSF

● AFP Goa Governor Satyapal Malik, who was critical of the handling of the Covid-19 pandemic in the
BJP-ruled state, on Monday was transferred to Meghalaya.
● The shifting of Malik to Meghalaya triggered criticism from Opposition leaders in Goa, who said he was

transferred because he spoke "truth" on various issues mishandled by the Goa government like the pan-
demic and the Mahadayi river water dispute.
● Malik will be replacing Tathagata Roy, who has completed his term and speculated to be fielded as a BJP

candidate in 2021 Assembly elections in West Bengal where the saffron party is hoping to dethrone Mamata
Banerjee-led Trinamool Congress.
● Maharashtra Governor Bhagat Singh Koshyari will discharge the functions of the Governor of Goa in

addition to his own duties.

Ans-9 (B) 

Incumbent Goa Guv Satya Pal Malik appointed as Governor of MeghalayaIncumbent Goa Guv 
Satya Pal Malik appointed as Governor of Meghalaya
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Ashwani Bhatia appointed as Managing Director of SBI

● Ashwani Bhatia has been appointed as the Managing Director (MD) of the State Bank of India (SBI).
● Bhatia is at present working as the Deputy Managing Director in SBI. He has been appointed as the MD up
to the date of his superannuation that is May 31, 2022.
● Bhatia will be succeeding P K Gupta who superannuated on March 31.

 Ans-10 (D) 

NPCI launches wholly-owned subsidiary to co-create payment technologies with other countries

● The National Payments Corporation of India (NPCI), on Wednesday, announced the launch of its whol-
ly-owned subsidiary, NPCI International Payments Limited (NIPL), to popularise domestic payments technol-
ogies such as UPI and RuPay abroad and co-create payment technologies with other countries.
● NPCI has appointed Ritesh Shukla as Chief Executive Officer of NIPL. He would be supported by Anubhav

Sharma, Head International Business, Partnership, Business Development and Marketing, and Rina Penkar,
Head International Business, Product Development.
● “It is a matter of pride for NPCI that several countries such as Asia, Africa and the Middle East have displayed
interest towards replicating our model in their own nations,” said Dilip Asbe, CEO, NPCI.

Ans-11 (B) 

Great Eastern Shipping appoints Urjit Patel as additional director

● Great Eastern Shipping Company Ltd on Thursday said its board has appointed former RBI Governor Urjit
Patel as an additional and independent director for a term of five years.
● Patel served as the 24th governor of the Reserve Bank of India from September 2016 to December 2018.

Ans-12 (A) 

Virender Sehwag, Sardar Singh in selection committee for National Sports Awards 2020

●Ministry of Youth Affairs & Sports has constituted a Selection Committee for selecting awardees for the Rajiv
Gandhi Khel Ratna, Dronacharya Awards, Arjuna Awards, Dhyan Chand Awards, Rashtriya Khel Protsahan
Puruskar Award and Maulana Abul Kalam Azad (MAKA) Trophy for the year 2020.
● Retired Justice of Supreme Court Justice Mukundakam Sharma is the Chairperson of the Committee.
● The Members include eminent names from the field of Indian Sports including Virender Sehwag (Cricket),
Sardar Singh (Hockey), Monalisa Baruah Mehta (Table Tennis), Deepa Malik (Para-athletics), Venkatesan Deva-
rajan (Boxing) as well as well-known media persons including Sports Commentator Manish Batavia and
Sports Journalists Alok Sinha and Neeru Bhatia.

Ans-13 (D) 

Ivory Coast defence minister Hamed Bakayoko nominated as new prime minister

● Ivory Coast President Alassane Ouattara has appointed Defence Minister Hamed Bakayoko as prime minis-
ter after his predecessor died suddenly this month, the presidency said on Thursday.
●He was presently serving as the as interim PM of the country since the sudden death of former Prime Minis-
ter Amadou Gon Coulibaly.

Ans-14 (D) 

● Mohamed Irfaan Ali, a former member of parliament and housing minister, has been sworn in as the Presi-
dent of Guyana on 2 August 2020.
● The 40-year-old People’s Progressive Party/Civic (PPP/C) candidate has taken over as the 10th President of

the country.
● He succeeds David A. Granger.
● Apart from Ali, former Army Chief of Staff and Ali’s campaign mate, Brigadier Mark Phillips was also sworn

in as Prime Minister.

 Ans-15 (D) 

Irfaan Ali sworn in as president of Guyana, Mark Phillips as Prime Minister
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● Additionally, former President Bharrat Jagdeo was named Vice President.

● Former Real Madrid and Spain goalkeeper, Iker Casillas have retired from football. He made 725 appearanc-
es for Real during a 16-year career at the Bernabeu, winning three Champions League titles and five La Liga
crowns.
● He also helped Spain win the 2010 World Cup and two successive European Championships in 2008 and

2012. He won 167 international caps for Spain between 2000 and 2016.

 Ans-1 (C) 

Former Spain goalkeeper Iker Casillas retires from football

● The Board of Control for Cricket in India (BCCI) as the governing body for the sport of cricket in India is
responsible for ensuring that appropriate checks and protocols are put in place to ensure a level playing field
for competitive participation of players in its age-group tournaments.
● To counter the menace of age and domicile fraud in cricket, BCCI has adopted additional measure-

Voluntary Disclosure Scheme for players who are already registered:
● Under this scheme, players who voluntarily declare that they have manipulated their date of birth by

submitting fake/tampered documents in the past will not be suspended and allowed to participate in the
appropriate age group level if they disclose their actual date of birth (DOB).
● Players have to submit a signed letter/email along with supporting documents to BCCI Age Verification

Dept. revealing their actual DOB before 15th September 2020.
● However, if registered players do not disclose the facts and are found to have submitted fake/tampered

DOB proof documents by BCCI, then they will be banned for 2 years, and after completion of 2-year suspen-
sion, they will not be allowed to participate in age group tournaments of BCCI, as well as, age group tourna-
ments organized by the State Units
● For the BCCI Under-16 age group tournament, only players who are between 14-16 years old will be permit-
ted to register.
● In the Under-19 age group, if a player’s birth is found to be registered more than 2 years after birth, as men-
tioned in the birth certificate, then there will be restrictions on the number of years allowed to participate in
the BCCI Under-19 tournaments.

 Ans-2 (D) 

BCCI adopts additional measures to tackle age and domicile fraud in cricket

Sports
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● Recently, the Atal Innovation Mission (AIM) has launched an incubator capabilities enhancement program
‘AIM-iCREST’.
● Atal Innovation Mission (AIM) is a flagship initiative set up by the NITI Aayog to promote a culture of innova-
tion and entrepreneurship in the country.
Key Points
● AIM-iCREST is an Incubator Capabilities Enhancement program for a Robust Ecosystem focused on creat-

ing high performing Startups.
● It has been designed to act as a growth support for AIM’s Atal and Established Incubators across the coun-
try.
● For the same, AIM has joined hands with Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation and Wadhwani Foundation -

organizations that can lend credible support and expertise in the entrepreneurship and innovation space.
The AIM’s incubators are set to be upscaled and provided requisite support to foster the incubation enterprise
economy, that will help them to significantly enhance their performance.
● This will be complemented by providing training to entrepreneurs, through technology driven processes

and platforms.
● The focus will be on supporting start-up entrepreneurs in knowledge creation and dissemination as well as
in developing robust and active networks.

Ans-1 (C)  

AIM-iCREST: NITI Aayog

● Union Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman on August 10 launched an online dashboard of National Infra-
structure Pipeline. The Dashboard will showcase over 6,800 projects online.
● The Online dashboard of NIP is to be hosted on the India Investment Grid (IIG), which is a dynamic and

interactive online platform that showcases real-time and updated investment opportunities in India.
● As per the Ministry of Finance, the National Infrastructure Pipeline (NIP) project database will help in

providing real-time updates for domestic and foreign investors in the infrastructure projects.

Ans-2 (A)  

Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman launches online dashboard of National Infrastructure 
Pipeline

● Union Environment Minister, Prakash Javadekar has launched National Portal on Human-Elephant conflict
called “SURAKHSYA”.
● The portal aims to collect real-time information and will also manage conflicts on a real-time basis. The
portal will help to set data collection protocols, data visualization tools and data transmission pipelines.
● The National Portal was launched during the celebration of international annual event World Elephant Day.
● The World Elephant Day is celebrated every year on August 12 to create elephant conservation and share
knowledge for better protection of wild captive elephants. The portal will help to set data collection protocols,
data visualization tools and data transmission pipelines.

Ans-3 (D)  

GoI launched National Portal “SURAKHSYA” on Human Elephant conflict

Government Scheme
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● The government has approved a programme for the benefit of artisans involved in manufacturing of agar-
batti and to develop village industry under the 'Gramodyog Vikas Yojana'.
● Initially four pilot projects will be started as part of the programme, including one in the North East.
● The MSME Ministry said "this decision will help to boost the indigenous production of agarbatti and will
pave way to generate rural employment".
● "This will also start the process of mitigating the gap between the indigenous production and demand and
will reduce import of agarbatti in the country," it added.
● Each targeted cluster of artisans will be supported with about 50 automatic agarbatti making machines
and 10 mixing machines. Accordingly, a total of 200 automatic agarbatti making machines and 40 mixing
machines will be provided to the artisans.
● The programme will act as a catalyst in reviving the agarbatti manufacturing in the villages and small towns
and will immediately generate a minimum of about 500 additional jobs," the ministry said.

Ans-4 (A) 

Government launches programme for artisans involved in manufacturing of agarbatti
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● Hyderabad has been ranked 16 th among the "Top 20 Most Surveilled Cities globally" according to a report
published by a UK-based firm.
● According to a tweet by the Director-General of Police of Telangana, M Mahender Reddy, the firm Compar-
itech conducted a survey of cities, in which Hyderabad with its 3 lakh CCTV cameras being used to keep tab
on a city that has a population of a little over 1 crore, figured 16th in the most surveilled cities.
● The city of Taiyuan in China was ranked first with 4, 65,255 CCTV cameras. Home to 3,891,127 people, the
security cameras to population ratio of Taiyuan was at 119.57 CCTV cameras per 1,000 people. The city had a
crime index of 51.47.
● The urban population of China are under the heaviest CCTV surveillance in the world. Out of the 20 most
surveilled cities in the world, 18 are Chinese cities, with London and Hyderabad being the only cities outside
of China to make the top 20. London took third place and Hyderabad the 16th.

Ans-1 (A) 

Hyderabad 16th among 20 cities globally in CCTV Surveillance, tops in India

● Wrestler-turned-movie star Dwayne Johnson clung to the top slot on the list of the world’s highest-paid
male actors for a second straight year, according to an annual tally released by Forbes magazine
● Johnson, also known by his ring name The Rock, earned $87.5 million from June 1, 2019 to June 1, 2020,
● Ryan Reynolds, who co-stars with Johnson in Red Notice, came in second in the Forbes ranking of male
stars.

Ans-2 (D) 

Real Madrid clinch Akshay Kumar only Bollywood star among Forbes’ highest-paid actors of 
2020 with Rs 362 cr earning34th La Liga title

● India ranks among the lowest in the world in terms of Internet quality, according to a global research
released by online privacy solutions provider SurfShark.
● In a global index on digital quality of life in 85 countries, India ranked 9th on the internet affordability indica-
tor, and 15th on e-government.
● Overall, India ranked 57th on the Digital Quality of Life Index 2020. Scandinavian countries Denmark and
Sweden topped the index, with Canada rounding up the top three.

Ans-3 (C) 

India ranked 57th in Digital Quality of Life Index 2020, Denmark tops

● Karnataka, Maharashtra and Madhya Pradesh rank high in the conservation of the endangered dhole in
India, according to a new study.
● Scientists from the Wildlife Conservation Society-India, the University of Florida, the Wildlife Conservation
Trust, and the National Centre for Biological Sciences found that these three States were adequately
equipped to maintain their high ranks in consolidating forest habitats and recover dhole populations by
increasing prey density and reducing the pressure on forests.
● Dholes play an important role as apex predators in forest ecosystems.
● Besides the tiger, the dhole is the only large carnivore in India that is under the International Union for Con-
servation of Nature’s ‘endangered’ category.
● As a country that perhaps supports the highest number of dholes in the world, we still do not have targeted
management plans for scientific monitoring of the species.

Ans-4 D) 

Three States rank high in the conservation of the endangered dhole
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● More than 45 feature length narratives, short and documentaries of India were showcased in the virtual
edition of 20th NYIFF held from 24th July 2020 to 2nd August 2020.
● The films showcased in the event were in multiple languages including Assamese, Bengali, Haryanvi, Hindi,
English, Ladakhi, Maithili, Malayalam, Marathi, Nepali and Tamil.
● Malayalam film ‘Moothon’ and National Award winning documentary ‘Son Rise’ won awards at the 20th
edition of New York Indian Film Festival(NYIFF) of Indo-American Arts Council (IAAC) which was conducted as
a virtual event with the celebrities of the film industries and award winners participating from all across India
and the United States.

 Ans-1 (B) 

20th edition of New York Indian Film Festival

● Nitin Sethihas won the Asian College of Journalism’s award for investigative journalism
And Shiv Sahay Singh has won the K P Narayana Kumar Memorial Award for social impact journalism respec-
tively.
● he awards ceremony was conducted online due to the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic.
● Sethi won in the investigative journalism category for his six-part series titled "Paisa Politics" published by
The Huffington Post India.
● Singh won the inaugural social impact journalism award for his story titled "Death by digital exclusion: On
faculty public distribution system in Jharkhand" published in The Hindu, the Asian College of Journalism said
in a statement.

 Ans-2 (B) 

Nitin Sethi and Shiv Sahay Singh win ACJ''s journalism awards

● A Short film titled 'Am I?' directed by Abhijit Paul won the first prize and a cash award of one lakh rupees in
the Online Patriotic Short Film Contest organized by the Ministry Of Information and Broadcasting along with
National Film Develoment Corporation, NFDC.
● 'Ab India Banega Bharat' directed by Debojo Sanjiv got the second prize and a cash award of 50 thousand
rupees and '10 Rupees' directed by Yuvraj Gokul got the third prize and a cash award of 25 thousand rupees.
Eight short films have got Special Mention Certificates.
● Information and Broadcasting Minister Prakash Javadekar has congratulated the winners of the contest. In
a tweet, Mr Javadekar thanked all the participants for their contribution and making the short film contest a
roaring success.
● As part of Independence Day Celebrations-2020, Ministry of Information and Broadcasting in association
with National Film Development Corporation, NFDC organized Online Short Film Contest to create patriotic
mood surrounding this year’s Independence Day.
● The contest went live on 14th July on MyGov portal and ended on the 7th of August. The contest was hosted
on the www.MyGov.in website for receiving the entries. The theme for the entries revolved around patriotism,
equating it to Atmanirbharta, self-reliance as the new Mantra of progress for the nation

 Ans-3 (C) 

Abhijit Paul's 'Am I' wins first prize in Online Patriotic Short Film Contest

● The Indian Express Special Correspondent Dipankar Ghose has won the Prem Bhatia Award for political
reporting for his work on issues related to the Covid-19 pandemic, including the migrant labour crisis.
● While Ghose won the award for the category of reporting on political issues, the award for reporting on envi-
ronmental and development issues was given to the People’s Archive of Rural India (PARI), a journalism web-
site dedicated to reporting on rural India.

 Ans-4 (B) 

Indian Express journalist wins Prem Bhatia Award for political reporting

Honours and Awards
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Miscellaneous

● SABIC's polycarbonate facility in Spain is set to become the world's first large scale chemical production
plant which will run entirely on renewable power after a major agreement was signed with Iberdrola, an elec-
tricity utility company.
● The plant is expected to be completely operational by 2024 and is expected to help SABIC reach it's 2025
clean energy target.
● SABIC is a global diversified chemicals company, headquartered in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia.
It manufactures on a global scale in the Americas, Europe, Middle East and Asia Pacific, making distinctly
different kinds of products including chemicals, commodity and high performance plastics, agri-nutrients
and metals

 Ans-1 (C) 

SABIC chemical plant to become world's first-of-its-kind to operate on 100 per cent renewable 
power

● Craft Silicon, a global financial software solution provider, announces a strategic association with PayU,
India’s online payment solutions provider.
● The strategic partnership aims at innovating and accelerating digital loan repayment solutions for small
finance banks, micro-lending institutions and NBFCs.
● The joint official release mentioned that NBFCs, MFIs, and small finance institutions can now offer their
customers easy loan repayment solutions on their own mobile applications or through consumer apps of
their choice.
● Craft Silicon has enabled loan repayment in a safe and convenient manner for retail consumers. This has
been achieved through Bharat Bill Payment System (BBPS) and payment gateway integration with PayU, as
per the official release.

 Ans-2 (D) 

Craft Silicon, PayU announce strategic tie-up to advance digital loan repayment

● The Centre will develop Leh and Kargil as smart cities in the newly-formed union territory of Ladakh.
● The move is part of the Centre’s initiative to develop Jammu & Kashmir as well as Ladakh—the two union
territories formed after the state was bifurcated in October 2019.
● Launched by Prime Minister Narendra Modi in June 2015, the Smart City Mission includes 100 cities that
were selected through a competitive process, which involved presenting an urban infrastructure upgrade
plan.

 Ans-2 (D) 

Leh, Kargil to be developed as smart cities in the newly-formed union territory of Ladakh

● Indo Tibetan Border Police, ITBP became the first Central Armed Police Force CAPF to have supplies from
the Khadi & Village Industries Commission, KVIC.
● An agreement was signed between the ITBP and the KVIC in New Delhi today between Chairman, KVIC,
Vinay Kumar Saxena and Senior officers of Provisioning Directorate, ITBP. According to the agreement, total
1200 Quintal of Mustard Oil is being procured from KVIC by ITBP with a total financial implication of 1 Crore 73
Lakh 80 Thousand rupees.
● It was decided during a meeting of the Directors General of the CAPFs held at Home Ministry in October last
year that use of Terry Khadi Uniform and other items of swadeshi origin should be made available to the
CAPFs.
● During the visit of Home Minister Amit Shah in December last year to the ITBP Force Headquarters in New
Delhi, an exhibition stall was prepared to exhibit the KVIC products.
● The ITBP had suggested that Durrie, Blankets, Towel, Mustard Oil, Yoga Kit, Hospital Bed Sheets, Pickles etc
can be purchased for jawans of the Force through KVIC.

 Ans-3 (B) 

ITBP became first CAPF to have supplies from KVIC
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● The oil-rich United Arab Emirates on Saturday announced the startup of its Barakah nuclear power plant,
scoring another first for the Arab world.
● The nuclear reactor ultimately will generate electricity and be connected to the country's power grid.

The UAE started loading fuel rods into the reactor at Barakah in February, after regulators gave the green light
for the first of the plant’s four reactors, opening the way for commercial operations.
● Barakah, which means “blessing” in Arabic, is a regional first. Barakah was built by a consortium led by the

Korea Electric Power Corporation at a cost of some $24.4 billion.

Ans-6 (B) 

UAE announces launch of Barakah, Arab world's first nuclear plant

● Road, Transport and Highways Minister Nitin Gadkari today inaugurated the upstream carriageway of
Mahatma Gandhi bridge over river Ganga in Bihar through video conference. Over 5.5 kilometres long, the
four lane bridge lies on NH-19 between Patna and Hajipur.
● It is being constructed at a cost of 1,742 crore rupees. It involves replacement of the existing concrete super-
structure of old bridge by new steel deck superstructure. The work on the bridge was started in June 2017.
● Speaking on the occasion, Mr Gadkari said, this is the first ever bridge using modern technology for improv-
ing the existing structure. Calling it an engineering marvel, he said, it can be a good case study for civil engi-
neering students.
● In addition of the existing old Mahatma Gandhi Setu, a parallel new 5-km long and 4-lane bridge on Ganga
will be constructed at a cost of Rs 2,926 crore, he said and added that the work on the project will begin in
October and completed by March 2024.

Ans-7 (A) 

Nitin Gadkari inaugurates upstream carriageway of Mahatma Gandhi bridge over river Ganga 
in Bihar

● Aadi Perukku, also known as the Aadi monsoon festival, is being celebrated in Tamil Nadu.
● The festival falls on the 18th day of the Tamil month of Adi (mid-July to mid-August) and is celebrated as a

tribute to water's life-sustaining properties. It takes the form of thanking Cauvery river for flowing in plenty,
thus assuring a good agricultural harvest during the year.
● The festival assumes added significance in the Cauvery Delta region, where farmers also pay homage to

Mother nature in the form of the majestic Cauvery river.
This year, however, against the background of Covid-19 pandemic, various District Collectors in the region
have prohibited homage paying rituals on the Cauvery river bank, especially in important holy places like
Srirangam, near Trichy.

Ans-8 (C) 

Aadi Perukku: Tamil Nadu celebrates its monsoon festival with restrictions amid pandemicin 
Bihar

● Andhra Pradesh is going to become the first state in India, to have three capitals.
● Two Bills: On 31st July 2020, Andhra Pradesh Governor Biswa Bhusan Harichandan approved the ‘The AP

Decentralisation and Inclusive Development of all Regions Bill-2020’ and ‘APCRDA (Repeal) Bill -2020’, to
make them law.
● The AP Decentralisation and Inclusive Development of All Regions Bill, 2020 seeks to create the three capi-
tal cities for the state.
● The AP Capital Region Development Authority (Repeal) Bill, 2020, seeks to abolish the APCRDA formed in

December 2014 to develop Amaravati as the state capital.
● Three Capitals: Now as per the new law, Andhra Pradesh will have the Legislative Capital in Amaravati, Exec-
utive Capital in Visakhapatnam and, Judicial capital in Kurnool.
● The offices of the Chief Minister and Governor will be Visakhapatnam
● The state assembly proceedings will take place in Amaravati
● The high court will be located in Kurnool

 Ans-5 (B) 

Andhra Pradesh Governor gives nod to two Bills to have three capitals for AP
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Ans-9 (A) 

NASA astronauts splash down after journey home aboard SpaceX capsule

● The High Level Group (HLEG) on Agricultural Exports set up by the Fifteenth Finance Commission to
recommend measurable performance incentives for States to encourage agricultural exports and to promote
crops to enable high import substitution, has submitted its report to the Commission today.
After intensive research and consultations and taking inputs from stakeholders and the private sector
through intensive consultations, the HLEG has made its recommendations, major among which are :
1. Focus on 22 crop value chains – demand driven approach.
2. Solve Value Chain Clusters (VCC) holistically with focus on value   addition.
3. Create State led export plan with participation from stakeholders.
4. Private Sector should play an anchor role.
5. Centre should be an enabler.
6. Robust institutional mechanism to fund and support implementation.
● The Group in its report has recommended a State-led Export Plan -  a business plan for   a crop value chain
cluster, that will lay out the opportunity, initiatives and investment required to meet the desired value chain
export aspiration. These plans will be action-oriented, time-bound and outcome-focused.
The 15th Finance Commission (FFC) was set up a high level expert group on farm exports, headed by ITC
chairman and managing director Sanjiv Puri.

Ans-7 (D) 

N Chandrasekaran & Jim Taiclet to receives Global Leadership Award 2020

● The proposed IN-SPACe (Indian National Space Promotion and Authorisation Centre) will be a single-win-
dow nodal agency for enabling and regulating space activities and the use of Isro facilities by the private
sector, the Indian Space Research Organisation (Isro) has said.
● IN-SPACe will have a Chairman, technical experts for space activities, safety specialists, experts from

academia and industries, legal and strategic experts from other departments, and members of the PMO and
MEA, Government of India, Isro said. The space agency released a detailed structure of IN-SPACe and its
proposed activities.
● It will be established as a single-window nodal agency, with its own cadre, which will permit and oversee

the following activities of NGPEs (Non-Government Private Entities).
● IN-SPACe responsibilities include space activities such as building of launch vehicles and satellites and

providing space-based services as per the definition of space activities, sharing of space infrastructure and
premises under Isro's control.
● Other functions include establishment of temporary facilities within Isro-controlled premises, setting up of
new space infrastructure and facilities by NGPEs.

Ans-11 (A)  

Isro's IN-SPACe to be set up as single-window nodal agency for pvt sector

● Bob Behnken and Doug Hurley two US astronauts who were sent to the International Space Station two
months ago return to the planet Earth safely following a 21-hour overnight journey.
● The astronaut were sent by NASA in collaboration with Elon Musk’s company Space-X.
● The Crew Dragon designed and operated by Space-X which is also being used for this flight test can stay in
orbit about 110 days,
● On 30th May 2020 at NASA’s Kennedy Space Centre in Florida, a SpaceX Falcon 9 rocket carrying the com-

pany’s Crew Dragon spacecraft was launched from Launch Complex 39A at 3:22 PM. This is leap and bound
moment in the history of aeronautical science when for the first time in the history, NASA sent their astro-
nauts in a commercially built and operated American crew spacecraft
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● Sanjay Dhotre, Union Minister for Electronics, Communication, and IT, on Sunday inaugurated ‘Bharat Air
Fibre Services’, a radio-based last mile telecom connectivity solution for Akola and Washim districts in
Maharashtra.
● The Bharat Air Fibre Services will enable residents of Akola and Washim districts to avail of wireless inter-

net connections on-demand, said a Press Information Bureau release.
● It has been launched by the state-run Bharat Sanchar Nigam Limited (BSNL) as part of Digital India

initiatives and aims at providing wireless connectivity in the range of 20KMs from BSNL locations, which will
benefit citizens residing in remote areas.
● BSNL will provide the Bharat Air Fibre Services through local business partners. The state-run telco will

also offer free voice calling along with Bharat Air Fibre connectivity with data speeds of upto 100 Mbps.

Ans-12 (D) 

BSNL Bharat Air Fibre services launched in Maharashtra

● Ashfaq Mehmood Choudhary, a 17-year-old boy from Chattyear of Jammu and Kashmir's Rajouri district,
has developed a file-sharing app 'Dodo Drop' which would enable users to share audios, videos, images, and
texts between two devices without Internet access.
Ashfaq said that it took him four weeks to develop the application, and it was launched on August 1 this
year.
● The 'Dodo Drop' application has a transfer rate of up to 480 mbps, which is faster than the SHAREit app

and is "quite easy" to use.
● Ashfaq Mehmood said that the 'Dodo Drop' application is an alternative to the Chinese 'SHAREit' app.
● "The Indian government has banned several Chinese apps due to data breaching, and among those apps

was SHAREit which was used for sharing files. Users faced a lot of problems due to the ban, and so I decided
to make this file-sharing app. With 'Dodo Drop', users can share audios, videos, images, and even texts,"

Ans-13 (A) 

Dodo Drop: The Indian 'SHAREit' developed by Kashmiri teenager

● The South Western Railway on Thursday, July 30, commissioned the longest bridge on Bhima River that
connects Karnataka with Maharashtra through Bijapur and Solapur districts.
● The Lachyan-Hotgi section is 33 km long and is a part of the doubling project from Hotgi-Kudgi-Gadag

(284 km) which was sanctioned by Railway Board in 2014-15 at an anticipated cost of Rs.1870 crore.
● The track passes through the 670 metre long important bridge over River Bhima, comprising 14 spans of

45.7 metre each. The bridge is designed to fit for 25T axle loading. Presently the speed restrictions are
imposed on the existing bridge as it is not capable of carrying higher axle loads, the SWR said in a state-
ment.

Ans-14 (B) 

Kritika Pandey announced winner of 2020 Commonwealth Short Story Prize

● Security responsibilities of Kushak Bakula Rinpoche Airport in Leh will be handed over to Central Industri-
al Security Force (CISF) from 5th August.
● Keeping Covid-19 SOPs in view, tomorrow after flight operations are completed, the induction of CISF will

take place at Leh airport.
● Due to Covid-19 at present daily 3 -4 flights, with 400-500 passengers, are operating in Leh-Delhi sector, in

comparison to 13 flights during the non Pandemic times.
● Ever since civil operations with scheduled flights from 1978, the security responsibilities are with J&K

police and with Ladakh police after bifurcation of police.
● Early last year, Prime Minister Narendra Modi laid foundation stone for new Passenger terminal.
● Along with the Ladakh police, CRPF was performing Security of the airport as the runway is under the

control of the Indian Airforce in Leh.

Ans-15 (C) 

Security of Kushak Bakula Rinpoche Airport in Leh to handed over to CISF tomorrow
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● India has contributed $15.46 million to the India-UN Development Partnership Fund, underscoring the
country's commitment to supporting developing nations in their developmental priorities across all the
Sustainable Development Goals.
● The tranche of $15.46 million includes $6 million to the overall fund, in which all the developing countries

are eligible for partnership, and $9.46 million dedicated to the Commonwealth countries.
● The India-UN Development Partnership Fund is managed by the UNOSSC (United Nations Office for

South-South Cooperation) and implemented under the leadership of partner developing countries leverag-
ing the strengths of United Nations Agencies, Funds and Programmes.

Ans-16 (B) 

India contributes over $15 million to India-UN Development Partnership Fund

● The National Handloom Day is observed annually on 7th of August to honour the handloom weavers in
the country and also highlight the handloom industry.
● The Union government had declared 7 the August as the National Handloom Day in July 2015 with the

objective to generate awareness about the importance of handloom industry.
● August 7 was chosen as the National Handloom Day to commemorate the Swadeshi Movement which

was launched on this day in 1905 in the Calcutta Town hall to protest against partition of Bengal by the
British Government. The movement had aimed at reviving domestic products and production processes.
● The first National Handloom Day was inaugurated on 7 August 2015 by Prime Minister Narendra Modi at

the Centenary Hall of Madras University in Chennai.."

Ans-17 (B) 

National Handloom Day is being observed today

● India has extended Line of Credit worth 18 million US dollars to the Government of Maldives for the expan-
sion of fishing facilities at Maldives Industrial Fisheries Company (MIFCO).
● The project envisages investment in fish collection and storage facilities and the setting up of a tuna

cooked plant and fishmeal plant.
● It is part of the 800 million US dollars line of credit offered by India with repayment tenor of 20 years and a

5-year moratorium. Indian High Commission in Male said fishing is deeply connected to the Maldivian way
of life and is a key driver of the economy through exports.

Ans-18 (A) 

India extends Line of Credit worth 18 million dollars to Maldives

● Telecom major Bharti Airtel and Amazon Web Services (AWS), a cloud service provider, announced a
multi-year, strategic collaboration agreement (SCA) to offer cloud solutions to large and small enterprises in
India.
● Under this partnership, the two companies will offer industry-specific solutions to customers across

different sectors including banking and financial services, manufacturing, IT/ITeS, and media and entertain-
ment.
● Apart from AWS, Airtel has partnership with Google Cloud, which it announced in January.
● The deal enables Airtel to offer G-Suite services to small and medium businesses through Airtel integrat-

ed ICT portfolio. The services include Google’s intelligent apps such as Gmail, Google Docs and Google Drive
on the cloud.
● Airtel Cloud will offer customers a range of AWS services including Windows on AWS, SAP on AWS,

VMware Cloud on AWS, database migration, and security and risk governance solutions.

Ans-19 (D) 

Bharti Airtel and Amazon Web Services partner to accelerate digital transformation in India
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● An unarmed Minuteman 3 intercontinental ballistic missile was launched from California on a test flight 
to a target in the Pacific Ocean.
● Test launches are essential to sustaining the aging Minuteman 3 nuclear weapon system.
● Minuteman III, manufactured by Boeing is a long-range, is a three-stage ICBM with the capability to carry 
single or multiple nuclear warheads.
● As of 2020, the LGM-30G Minuteman III version is the only land-based intercontinental ballistic missile in 
service in the United States.
● The Minuteman entered service in 1962 as a deterrence weapon that could hit Soviet cities.

Ans-20 (B) 

US conducts test flight of unarmed Minuteman 3 missile

● Indian Railways has launched an Overhead Equipment (OHE) Inspection app which will help in minimiz-
ing the train delays and long waits due to technical snags. The app has been rolled out on an all over India 
basis.
● IWith the help of this app, the national transporter will quickly find out the problem and it will get it fixed 
as soon as possible. 
● IAccording to the Railway Ministry, the OHE Inspection app will allow capturing real time OHE (Overhead 
Equipment) defects as well as send alerts.
● IThe app has been rolled out on a Pan India basis. Some of the major features of the newly launched OHE 
Inspection app includes GPS based tracking of patrol man, real time capturing of OHE defects and provision 
of taking photographs.
● IOn 1 July 2020 for the first time in the history of Indian Railways, 100% punctuality of trains was achieved 
as 201 trains arrived at their destination at the right time. The previous best was 99.54% on 23rd May 2020.

Ans-21 (A) 

Indian Railways launches “OHE Inspection app” for real-time monitoring

● Two farmers in South 24 Parganas district in West Bengal are betting on the pokkali variety of rice from 
Kerala to tide over a crisis-like situation created by severe seawater incursion into paddy fields in vast areas 
of the Sundarbans after the cyclone Amphan hit West Bengal on May 20.
● The pokkali variety of rice is known for its saltwater resistance and flourishes in the rice paddies of coastal 
Alappuzha, Ernakulam and Thrissur districts. 
● The uniqueness of the rice has brought it the Geographical Indication (GI) tag and is the subject of con-
tinuing research.

Ans-22 (C) 

Pokkali rice seedlings travel from Kerala to the Sunderbans

● International Youth Day (IYD) is observed globally on 12th August every year.
● This day is celebrated to recognize the efforts put in by the youth for the betterment of society. The Day 

aims to promote the ways to engage the youth and make them more actively involved in their communities 
through positive contributions.
● The theme of International Youth Day 2020, “Youth Engagement for Global Action”.
● The theme highlights the ways in which the engagement of young people at the local, national and 
global levels is enriching national and multilateral institutions and processes, as well as draw lessons on how 
their representation and engagement in formal institutional politics can be significantly enhanced

Ans-23 (A) 

International Youth Day: 12th August
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Ans-24 (A) 

● The Arvind Kejriwal government in Delhi on Friday launched the Electric Vehicle Policy for the national
capital under which the AAP government will waive registration fee, road tax, and provide an incentive of up
to ₹1.5 lakh for new cars.
● The new EV policy as "progressive" and said the policy also aims to constitute 25% electric vehicles by

2024, which is currently just 0.29% in the in the national capital.
● Under the policy, the Delhi government will give incentive of up to ₹30,000 for two-wheelers, autos,

e-rickshaws and freight vehicles while for cars, it will provide an incentive of up to ₹1.5 lak the Delhi Chief
Minister said the state government expects that 5 lakh new electric vehicles will be registered in the nation-
al capital in the next 5 years.

Delhi government launches electric vehicle policy, announces incentives of up to 1.5 lakh

Ans-25 (C) 

● Passengers alighting at the Arasalu Railway Station in Shivamogga district (Karnataka) can savour a slice
of the imaginary town of Malgudi, created by writer R.K. Narayan, as depicted in the popular TV serial Malgu-
di Days.
● Indian Railways has developed a museum on the station premises as some of the episodes of the Doord-

arshan TV serial, directed by the late Shankar Nag, were shot at Arasalu.
● The ‘Museum Malgudi’ initiative features photographs and artworks associated with the serial and was

inaugurated virtually by Minister of State for Railways Suresh Angadi on Saturday.
● The old building stood on the metre gauge track and was abandoned after gauge conversion was carried

out. Subsequently, it was developed as a museum at a cost of nearly ₹25 lakh.

A glimpse of Malgudi at Arasalu station

Ans-26 (D) 

● Goa’s traditional festive sweet dish ‘Khaje’, spicy Harmal Chilli and Myndoli Banana (Moira Banana) has
obtained Geographical Indication (GI) tag in last three months, thus giving the local producers exclusive
brand protection rights.
● Earlier, the State’s popular ‘Cashew Feni’ and ‘Khola Red Chilli’, had obtained GI tag.
● The State government is now in the process of filing applications with GI Registry, Chennai to obtain GI

tags for more products like famous fish curry rice, cashew nuts, ‘Mankurad Mango’, Goan ‘Bebinca’- a sweet
dish with several layers, ‘Khatkhatem’- dish made up of various local veggies and the ‘Taleigao Brinjal’.

‘Khaje’, ‘Harmal Chilli’ and ‘Moira banana’ get GI tag

Ans-27 (D) 

● The Red Bull racer, Max Verstappen has won the 70th Anniversary Grand Prix.
● Mercedes racer Lewis Hamilton finished the race at second postion while another Mercedes racer Valtteri

Bottas finished third. This was Red Bull’s first victory at Silverstone since 2012.

Max Verstappen wins 70th Anniversary Grand Prix

Ans-28 (B) 

● Indonesia's Mount Sinabung erupted Monday, belching a massive column of ash and smoke 5,000
metres (16,400 feet) into the air and plunging local communities into darkness with a thick layer of debris.
● IThe volcano on Sumatra island has been rumbling since 2010 and saw a deadly eruption in 2016.
● IActivity had picked up in recent days, including a pair of smaller eruptions at the weekend.
● IThere were no reports of injuries or deaths from Monday morning's blast, but authorities warned of

possible lava flows and more eruptions.

Indonesia Volcano Eruption Sends Smoke, Ash 5 km Into The Air
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● India has said it would like Sri Lanka to send the first international flight to the newly upgraded Kushina-
gar airport in Uttar Pradesh.
● This was conveyed by Indian High commissioner to Sri Lanka Gopal Baglay during his meeting with Sri

Lankan Prime minister Mahinda Rajapaksa today to convey his best wishes following the latter’s victory at
this week parliamentary election.
● Mr. Baglay further said that Prime Minister Narendra Modi is keen on promoting Buddhism, and has

placed a “specific focus” on initiating related projects, not only in the area of tourism but also other sectors
such as archaeology.

Ans-29 (C) 

India says it would like Sri Lanka to send first flight to newly upgraded Kushinagar airport

● Tamil Nadu is planning to set up a park exclusively for the electric vehicle production eco-system. This will
be the country's first electric vehicle park.
● The state is targeting around Rs 50,000 crore investment in the EV segment and announced a series of
incentives to attract investments in the EV space
● Neeraj Mittal, MD & CEO at Guidance Bureau, Tamil Nadu, said that the vision of Tamil Nadu government

is to attract Rs 50,000 crore investment and to create 150,000 jobs with a comprehensive EV ecosystem in
the state.

Ans-30 (C) 

Tamil Nadu to set up exclusive park for EVs, targets Rs 50k-cr investment

● Electric mobility startup eBikeGO on Tuesday said it has roped in Indian cricketer Harbhajan Singh as its
brand ambassador.
● Through the association, the company is aiming to build mass appeal, positive voice and widespread
adoption for electric mobility, eBikeGO said in a statement.
● eBikeGO provides electric bikes on rental to individual commuter.

Ans-31 (D)

Startup eBikeGO ropes in cricketer Harbhajan Singh as brand ambassador

● The Indian Railways is constructing the world’s tallest pier bridge across river Ijai in Manipur.
● The tallest pier will have a height of 141 metres, which surpasses the existing record of 139 meters of the 
Mala - Rijeka Viaduct, Montenegro in Europe.
● The new bridge is a part of the 111 kilometre-long Jiribam-Tupul-Imphal line project. The total length of 
this bridge is 703 meters. The piers of the bridge are constructed using hydraulic augers, the tall piers 
needed specially designed “slip-form technique" to ensure efficient and continual construction.
● The project will have a total of 45 tunnels and tunnel number 12 will have a total length of 10.280 
kilometres, making it the longest tunnel in the North East.
● After the completion, the line will help provide railway connectivity from Manipur to the rest of the 
coun-try.

Ans-32 (A)

Manipur to have world's tallest pier bridge, beating Mala - Rijeka Viaduct in Europe

● On August 14, 2020, the 74th Naga Independence Day was celebrated in the states of Nagaland and
Manipur.
● The Naga Students’ Federation (NSF) led the celebration in Nagaland by hoisting the ‘Naga national flag’,
which is one of the demands made by Naga organisations for an “honourable” solution to the 23-year-old
peace process
● Nagaland celebrates its Statehood Day on December 1. The state was carved out of Assam in 1963 as the

16th state of the country.

Ans-33 (A)

‘Naga Independence Day’ celebrated in Nagaland, Manipur
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● the Nagas had declared their independence on August 14, 1947 and that 99.9% of the Nagas had voted in
favour of a sovereign nation during a plebiscite in 1951.

● Andhra Pradesh government on Thursday signed memoranda of understanding with Reliance Retail and
Allana Group to help members of women self-help groups market their products.
● The state government launched a scheme Cheyuta to dole out Rs 18,750 to each woman belonging to SC,
ST, BC and minority communities every year and help them take up productive activities.
● The government is also soon launching another scheme Aasara under which the debt burden of the SHGs,
amounting to about Rs 6,700 crore per annum, will be carried by the state.
● "We will be spending Rs 11,000 crore every year for women empowerment. These schemes will enable
women to take up

Ans-35 (B) 

Andhra Govt Ties up with Reliance Retail & Allana Group to Help Women SHGs Market Products

● On the occasion ‘Nuakhai Juhar’, which is one of the most ancient festivals celebrated in Odisha, Chhattis-
garh and areas of neighbouring states to welcome the new crop of the season, Prime Minister Narendra Modi
on Sunday extended his good wishes to the farmers and wished for their prosperity and good health.
● “The special occasion of Nuakhai is about celebrating the hardwork of our farmers.
● Nuakhai is a combination of two words signifies eating of new rice as ‘nua’ means new and ‘khai’ means eat.
On this day, people worship food grain and prepare special meals. Farmers offer the first produce from their
lands to Goddess Samaleswari, the famous ‘Mother Goddess’ of Sambalpur district of Odisha.

Ans-36 (A) 

PM Modi extends greeting to farmers on ‘Nuakhai Juhar’

● IT services company Tech Mahindra has developed an artificial intelligence-enabled UaaS or upskill-
ing-as-a-service platform that will help organisations impart new skills in 5G, internet of things or IoT, aug-
mented reality or AR, virtual reality or VR among other things to employees.
● The UaaS platform will leverage AI to provide personalised, interactive, on-demand and contextual training
to employees. It also makes suggestions on relevant career paths and SKUs to employees based on their exist-
ing skillset, time to upskill and available opportunities.
● The content and assessments for the platform is being developed in partnership  30 global partners
● Developed in-house, the UaaS platform will be used to accelerate skill development to meet the people
supply chain needs of the organizations coping with the recent business challenges brought on by covid-19
pandemic.

Ans-37 (D) 

Tech Mahindra launches upskilling as a service platform

● The Securities and Exchange Board of India (Sebi) has appointed GP Garg as executive director (ED).
Prior to this, he was Chief General Manager in Sebi and has handled several assignments since joining in
January 1994.
● He has been closely associated with Sebi’s initiatives on financial literacy and investor education in the

country

Ans-34 (B) 

GP Garg becomes SEBI’s new executive director
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the Nagas had declared their independence on August 14, 1947 and that 99.9% of the Nagas had voted in 
favour of a sovereign nation during a plebiscite in 1951.
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